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The Ideas presented here are the outgrowth of study
with many leaders in the field of voice and speech production
for both the normal speaking voice and as applied to the deaf;
of reading in my chosen field and attendance at conventions
in an effort to keep informed on the latest development in
aids for speech improvement; and of many years* experience
with pupils ranging in age from four to twenty-four* No
originality is claimed for the work other than possibly the
manner of application of the principles of voice production
and speech to the problem of the acoustically handicapped,
and the manner in which it is here set forth. The helps are
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1, In helping the child to form good habits
2, In making the child responsible for what
he knows
3, In supplementing the teaching of the school
with explanations of experiences in the home
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This is a hearing world where communication is
i carried on largely by means of the spoken word, each person
l!
|;
using the type of speech which he has heard and learned sub-
i
consciously from his environment. Without hearing, there-
fore, there can be no speech acquired in the normal way. It
is generally accepted, however, that oral expression is
I
necessary to the best mental development of the individual.
I
Ii
A writer of very ancient times said, "For by speech wisdom
.1
ii
shall be known: and learning by the word of the tongue.”^
! While this apparently applied to those who had hearing, for
i;
history reveals to us that in olden times the deaf were con-
!i 2
I
sidered incapable of learning, it is accepted to-day to be
i true of the deaf also.
ii The idea that speech could be a medium of communi-
|i
j
cation for the deaf, as opposed to the use of signs or finger
Ii
spelling, is not of recent origin. Since 1578 there have
I!
I been those who have sought to bridge the chasm between so-
I:
ciety and the Individual who is set apart because of deaf- -
•z
I
ness, by teaching him to express himself orally. The road
j
1 The Apocrypha , Ecclesiastlcus V: 24.
2 Max A. Goldstein, Problems of the Deaf , The Laryngoscope
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from then to now has been a checkered one for the oral, and
more recently the acoustic, method of teaching the deaf, and
the struggle is not entirely over, for there are still those
who would relegate the importance of speech for the deaf to
the background. It seems reasonable to believe, however,
that with the ever-increasing use of the electrical instrument
as an aid toward better voice and articulation, the opposition
to the oral and acoustic method of education for the deaf will
be overcome eventually.
The first oral school for the deaf in the United
States to be established by act of legislature was at
Northampton in 1867, and was brought about by the efforts of
certain public snirited men, notably the Honorable Gardner G.
Hubbard, whose little daughter, Mabel Hubbard, in after years
the wife of Alexander Graham Bell, became deaf at four years
of age. This school is now known as the Clark School for
the Deaf. In 1869, also by act of the Massachusetts State
Legislature, the first day school for the deaf was started
in Boston, later becoming known as the Horace Mann School for
the Deaf. It, too, was to be an oral school, and marked a
further step in the progress of the education of the deaf,
inasmuch as up to this time it had been thought necessary
for children handicapped by deafness to be taught in a resi-
dential institution. "The Horace Mann School has proved by
its continued and growing success that to deaf as well as to
others all the advantages of school education can be extended
ii
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without the severance of home and family ties.”^ There are
one hundred thirty-three day schools for the deaf in this
country to-day> Michigan and Wisconsin leading with twenty-
2
one and twenty-three » respectively.
Oralism in this country received great impetus
through the interest of Alexander Graham Bell# who not only
instructed the early teachers of the oral method in voice
production and formation of elements o f speech# hut was also
a regular attendant at their conventions# argued eloquently
regarding the necessity of speech for the deaf# and demon-
strated its possibilities.
The education of the congenitally deaf# and the one
who becomes deaf before the acquisition of speech and language#
is a distinct problem from that of the child who becomes deaf
after he has learned speech and language. The two should not
bo confused for# with the help of lip-reading and perhaps
speech lessons# the education of the latter can proceed along
the same lines as those for hearing children.
The purpose of this thesis is to set forth a method
for a logical development of the speech processes of both the
congenitally deaf child# and the child adventitiously deaf
before speech has been learned# the ultimate aim of which is
to give to those thus handicapped the ability to communicate
1 Mabel Gardner Bell# The Story of the RlaQ of the Oral
Method in America # Washington# D.G,# W, Roberts Press#
1898# p. 46.
2 American Annals of the Deaf # Vol. 36# Jan. 1941# p.,21.
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orally in a manner that will be understood easily by society.
To better understand the problem of teaching speech
where the avenue of hearing is closed, it may be well to keep
certain facts in mind. The first is that speech, as Dr. James
Kerr Love has said, "is the expression of thought by articu-
late movements," and that "the memory of words spoken is
largely a memory of movements made by the muscles of articu-
lation, and must be distinguished from the memory of words
heard. So, while the hearing child learns speech from
imitation of what he hears, the deaf child must learn from
imitation of what he sees and feels, with perhaps some help
from a degree of residual hearing; and whereas the hearing
child’s speech becomes automatic through subconscious effort,
the deaf child’s speech must be learned by conscious repe-
tition until it becomes automatic. Continued repetition of
syllables, words, phrases and sentences until fluency is
attained will not only make speech pleasurable, but also,
when learned to this degree, will make possible its successful
use as a medium of communication.
The objectives in teaching speech to the deaf are
to produce a clear, resonant voice and fluent articulation.
To obtain these objectives there must be firm support of the
outgoing breath, an open throat, relaxed muscles, free
resonance chambers, and direction of tone to a focal point.
1 James Kerr Love, M.D., The Deaf Child , New York, William
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There must be a definite distinction between the nasal
I
elements and those that come through the mouth# with a facile
1 blending of these elements, phrasing, rhythm, and to some
i degree, inflection. These points, together v/ith the use of
hearing-aids, and suggestions for co-operation in the home,
I
will be discussed in the following pages. An effort has
been made to present the subject in definite, concise and
non-technical terms intelligible to the inexperienced teacher
who has a theoretical background but little practice, or to
parents who wish to be informed so that they may more intelli-
gently help the child in the home.
<k
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IBREATH: THE FOUNDATION OF SPEECH
Speech, as has been stated, is the medlvim by which
hearing individuals exchange their ideas one with another.
We accept this power without question, and it is only when we
come in contact with those who are limited for one reason or
another in their ability to express their thoughts by the
spoken word that we realize what a precious gift we have in
speech, or how marvelous is the instrument that produces it.
The deaf child, never having heard, does not use this medium
of speech for expressing his thoughts until he has been
taught in a more or leas artificial way to do so.
In teaching speech to the deaf, the first thing to
remember is that the deaf child, except in unusual cases, has
exactly the same organs for the production of speech that the
hearing child has. The second thing to remember is that his
speech can be no better than the ideal we have for him, and
no better than the pattern which we give him to follow. If
he fails, it is because we have failed in one or more of the
following ways: (1) by underestimating his ability to learn;
(2) by not having the correct pattern in our own mind; (3) by
falling to convey to him a correct concept of the pattern;
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and (5) by not giving sufficient repetition to establish the
new habit. It is most important that the child be given the
right pattern at the start so that wrong habits will not have
to be broken, and new ones learned. The difficulty of break-
ing old habits of speech and the forming of new ones in the
work of speech correction for hearing children is well known
and readily understood; the difficulty is greatly Increased
where there is no hearing to guide, and where the kinaesthetic,
or muscular sense, must be relied upon in the forming of the
new speech habits. Therefore, it is evident that the Initial
steps in the speech building process must be undertaken with
great care.
All speech is dependent upon breath for its pro-
duction: breath vocalized or unvocalized. "Breath is the
motive power on which voice depends.”^ It is outgoing breath
setting the vocal cords in vibration that produces voice. It
is this outgoing breath, vocalized or unvocalized, motivated
by the speech center of the brain, and molded by the organs of
articulation, that results in speech. Since, therefore,
"breath is the motive power on which voice depends," our first
consideration must be of the apparatus by which breathing is
accomplished.
There are two movements in breathing — inspiration
1 William H. Kenney, Notes on Breathing
, p. 1,
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and expiration; together, the movements are called respiration
The chief organs of respiration are the lungs
a
right lung
with three lobes, a left with two. They consist of spongy
air cells, and are cone-shaped, with the narrowest part at
the top. The base of each lung rests on the diaphragm. The
bronchial tubes branch from the trachea and divide and sub-
divide into smaller tubes, ending in tiny air cells, where
most of the air that is taken in during inspiration is changed
from oxygen to carbon dioxide, and is expelled from the lungs
during expiration. It is on breath expelled during expiration
that speech depends
.
The lungs are enclosed in the thoracic cavity, to-
gether with the heart. This thoracic cavity is surrounded by
a strong protective framework, the ribs, twelve in number on
each side, which are attached to the sternum in front and the
spinal colximn In back. This framework is made elastic by
means of muscles and tendons between and surrounding the bony
walls of the thoracic cavity. These intercostal muscles are
of two kinds, the external, active in inspiration, and the
internal, active in expiration. Their movement is lateral.
There are other sets of strong muscles which assist in raising
and lowering the ribs. The lungs depend upon the movement of
this muscular framework for their power of expansion and con-
traction, .having no power of themselves for this purpose.
1 Sir Morell Mackenzie, Hygiene of the Vocal Organs , New York
Werner and Company, 1899, p. 212.
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The diaphragm is the large muscle which separates
the thoracic cavity from the abdominal cavity, and upon which
the base of the lungs rests. Diaphragmatic control of the
breath is the foundation of all good speech, since its
pressure against the base of the lungs supports and controls
the outgoing breath. In ordinary conversation, as contrasted
with public speaking, the average person tends to use his
diaphragm correctly; but, unless the teaching of speech to the
acoustically handicapped is begun before the age of five or
six, it will be necessary to teach the correct use of the out-
going breath for speech purposes.
Air taken into the lungs through the nose passes
down through the larynx into the trachea below the larynx,
and from thence into the bronchus and bronchial tubes.
Situated at the top of the trachea, or windpipe, is
a marvelous little instrument which man has appropriated for
speech purposes, known as the larynx. Recent research sug-
gests that the larynx originally was not intended for speech
purposes. In his introduction to Mechanism of the Larynx by
V. E. Negus, Sir Arthur Keith says,
Negus does not regard the human larynx
as purposely designed for speech. He recog-
nizes that speech is a faculty of the brain;
when man’s brain became capable of expression,
it used the larynx because it was the most
convenient at his command.^
The larynx is situated in the front of the neck, and
1 St. Louis, C. V. Mosby Company, 1931.
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5forms the prominence sometimes called "Adam’s apple." It is
triangular in shape > narrow above, and broader below. It is
composed of cartilages which are moved by attached muscles.
Within the larynx are the vocal cords, or bands,
—
little shelves of muscle tissue attached to the walls of the
thyroid cartilage. This muscle tissue extends from front to
back, its inner edges being free. The space between the vocal
cords is called the glottis. When the stream of breath about
to pass over these little bands of tissue is motivated by the
speech center, the muscles controlling their action bring the
edges together, and when they separate the breath, as it
passes through the glottis, sets the edges in vibration, re-
sulting in the sound we know as voice. The strength of the
voice depends upon the pressure of the diaphragm against the
column of air which is passing out of the lungs. It is the
nice approximation of the vocal cords that the teacher of
speech to the deaf must strive for in order to obtain a good
quality of voice. Regardless of what method la used for teach-
ing the adjustments of the articulatory organs, voice can be
produced in only one way: that is, by a steady, well-
controlled pressure of breath from below, setting the delicate
edges of the vocal cords in vibration. The contact of the
edges must be Just enough to give a clear fundamental tone,
and the pressure of breath only as much as is needed for the
particular element to be produced. If the vocal cords are not
brought together closely enough, too much breath will escape
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with the voice# and the result will be a breathy fundamental
tone. If, on the other hand, they are brought together with
constriction of the muscles controlling their action, the
supply of breath will be shut off, and a pinched fundamental
tone will be the result.
So far we have spoken briefly of the apparatus used
in the production of voice. Voice is molded into speech by
the organs of articulation. The organs of articulation are
lips, upper gum, hard palate, soft palate, tongue, and teeth.
The lips need no explanation. They are there as a door
through which the voice is to pass, but their shape deter-
mines in some measure the type of sound that will pass througji.
The upper gum, variously termed alveolar ridge and teeth
ridge, is the point where the teeth grow out of the gum. The
hard palate or roof of the mouth separates the nasal cavity
from the oral cavity, and acts as a reflector and resonator
of sound. The soft palate is the soft part beyond the hard
palate which drops down in normal breathing, resting lightly
on the back of the tongue. The little appendage attached to
it is the uvula. The soft palate is a very important organ
of articulation, and in order to have good speech it must have
definite action. Lastly, though by no means the least in
importance, the tongue, a mass of muscle, is attached at the
root to the hyoid bone, a little above the larynx, and is
also attached by muscular fibres and connective tissue to
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the lower jaw in front and on the sides. ^ The control of
the tongue in speech is all important. It must be flexible
at all times# but it must also move with precision from
point to point.
The breath passing over the vocal cords# motivated
by the brain# as has been said# produces voice which in turn
is molded into speech by means of the organs of articulation
mentioned above. However# before there can be a pleasing
voice# another element must be taken into consideration. A
fundamental tone by itself would not be agreeable to the ear,
as it would be hard and metallic. There are certain spaces
back of# above and below the larynx into which the voice
enters# giving to it the quality known as resonance. This
f
quality reinforces and beautifies the voice in the extent
to which it is developed. The resonance spaces# or chambers#
are the chest with trachea# larynx# pharynx# nose and mouth.
The wall that can be seen back of the mouth when it is opened
wide enough# and extending down to the larynx# is the pharynx.
Extension of the same wall above the soft palate# and back
I of the nose# is the naso-pharynx . The narea are the cavities
I




mouth# the spaces of which will vary according to the vowel
I
produced# also acts to reinforce the fundamental tone. In
I
the head will be found spaces in the bony structure called
1 Mackenzie# Hygiene of the Vocal Organs # p. 234
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sinus. It is thought that these, too, act as resonance
chambers, but the largest resonance chamber is the mouth.
We have said that all speech requires breath for
its production, breath vocalized or unvocalized, and we have
considered the agents active in breathing and the formation
of speech. We come now to a consideration of how breath is
directed and controlled for speech purposes.
In breathing for speech purposes, there are two
objectives: (1) to increase the capacity of the lungs, and
/ X 1(2) to control the emission of breath.
In teaching acoustically handicapped children to
speak, it is well to remember that we are not training them
for public performance, but for normal conversation. There-
fore, we are not concerned so much with quantity of breath
as with its controlled emission. The process of breathing
for speech purposes is as follows: In inhalation air is
taken into the lungs, the ribs move up and out, the diaphragm
lowers, and the abdominal v/all expands, thereby enlarging the
thoracic cavity. In exhalation the breath is controlled in
its outward passage from the lungs by the diaphragm which,
if properly controlled, pushes the breath out in a steady
stream.
The normal hearing child uses his breath naturally
when speaking; though there is no doubt but that his voice
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o-^ flenljllilo ^^XlfioUe jOob §rililoi3e;t £sl
:i»d^ gnlnlanct Soa ana ©w nocfiranan oJ IXew el ^I t^faeqe
-aneriT .nol^aenovnoo iB.'Tjnon nol Ji/d » ©OBBctnolnaq oIXcTi/q nol
dctaencT lo •^ctlctnex.'p fl.IIw dOi/:n oe banoonoo ^cn ©ib ow t©nol
^nliUBond 'lo eeaoonq oril .nolselai© fcelXonrfnoD edi ridlw bb
el nlB iicIdiiXBilnl nl :cboXXo1 bb bI eesoqnirq doeeqa nol
CTS,ii*iriqBt£) ©dd tdi/o bn« qif ©vorr edln ©fid tB^rrrX ©xid Qdnl noii:d
erfd ^dend/ld ^abnaqxe XI.*w XBi5l.'3X)5cfB edd bna ^ enewoX
nl teIXondnoo el ddaond edd noIdaXarix© nX oleanodd
tdslrfw n^BndqsIb ©dd -^d ©dd irronl ©SBeeaq bnardi/o edi
^bfiodn B fll duo ddaend add eadei/q tbelXondnoo x-'^^onq II
,ciBondB
^iXXsni.dBn ddB©nd eld Been bXIdo snlnBad XBoino/j eriT
©olov eld dfidd dud dduofc oxi si ©nadd dB^rodd i^alylBeqe nodw
J 'i. •
,/
.q t ^dlddBonS' do teJoM »^©nfi®;X X
I
quality could be improved by giving some attention to the two
objectives under consideration. With the deaf child, however,
development of these objectives is essential. To give to a
young child formal exercises in breathing, such as one would
use in developing capacity and control for public speaking,
is not wise because there are possibilities that wrong con-
ceptions may be learned. A better way for bringing about
capacity and control of emission of breath is that which
would be in the nature of play. An excellent means toward
I
1 this end is to provide the child with different objects to
i
blow. For the baby, as soon as it is discovered that he is
deaf, tiny feathers of bright colors will be attractive.
Taking the child on the lap, let him see you blow the feather.
Then hold the feather close to his lips, and encourage him to
blow. Let him feel the spirit of play. Gradually increase
the distance of the feather from the lips. To blow at the
increased distance, it will be necessary to take more air into
the lungs, and the process will also call for greater activity
on the part of the diaphragm. Larger feathers may be used
later on. When the child is old enough to run about the room,
let him do so while trying to blow a feather.
As he grows older still, he may be given the
smallest-sized blowout. A collection of these blowouts should
f
f
be on hand, of various colors, if possible, for Interest.
Besides blowing out in short puffs, he should be taught to
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the length of time it can be held thus extended. In order to
do this the child will subconsciously discover that it is
necessary to take deeper and deeper breaths, and he will do
so automatically. The diaphragm will also become Increasingly
strong in its support of the breath. If there are several
children to play the game, score may be kept, the one who is
able to hold his out the longest being the winner. As power
increases, larger blowouts may be used in the same way.
Pinwheels, balloons of various sizes and shapes,
objects to stand up and blow down, such as paper dolls and
lightweight tin soldiers, are all good for increasing and
controlling the breath. The object should be stood on the
edge of the table and blown off, letting it fall on the floor
for the exercise of picking it up. The distance from which
the object is blown may be increased as rapidly as possible.
The number of times it can be blown over in a minute or two
may be counted, and score kept.
A parachute blowout, to see how high into the air
it can be blown, is another good toy for this purpose.
Whistles, bubble pipes, an harmonica, especially if there is
any residual hearing, and paper bags of various sizes which
may be blown up but not exploded until the end of the blowing
period when it may be exploded for satisfaction, may also be
used.
For those living in the country, nature offers many
things to blow, such as the fluffy down of dandelions and
r
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11
milkweed pods, or even a blade of grass.
The older children will enjoy the time-honored
candle brought up-to-date in a pretty holder, with the color
of candle varied according to the season. In this exercise
the flame can be blown out at increasing distances which will
Increase the capacity of the lungs, and the small blue flame
held for control of emission of breath. For the explosive
elements, the flame may be puffed.
These exercises teach in a pleasurable way the
fundamental principle of the outgoing breath well supported
and controlled by the diaphragm and assisting abdominal
muscles. They increase the lung capacity, and exercise the
many muscles that have to do with the formation of speech.
The soft palate, too, the activity of which is so essential
to clear voice, but which in the case of acoustically handi-
capped children is not used except when eating, automatically
receives its share of attention by means of those blowing
exercises. With small children this incidental exercise of
the soft palate is preferable to making a conscious effort
to move the palate up and down while watching its reflection
in a mirror. To acquire a conscious control of the soft
palate with the use of a mirror may be successful with older
children; but with little ones the less attention that is
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USE OP BREATH IN SPEECH
Voice Is one thing — articulation, another, though
the two are interdependent. A person may have good voice
quality and yet have poor articulation. On the other hand,
a person’s articulation may be understandable, but his voice
be of poor quality. The sound that originates in the lar^nrix
may be called voice. The formation or molding of this sound
by the organs of articulation, reinforced by the resonance
chambers, and motivated by the speech center of the brain,
constitutes what we call speech.
All of the elements which are used in the formation
of speech are not vocalized. They may be unvocalized, and
yet remain true speech, as, for example, in the whisper.
Speech sounds are divided into two classes, vowels and
consonants. A vowel in its truest form is always wholly
vocalized breath coming through an unobstructed mold. A
consonant, on the other hand, may bo a vocalized or unvocal-
ized, partial or complete, obstruction to the outgoing breath
at some point in its passage through the oral cavity. It is
only in the consonants, therefore, that we find the elements
that are unvocalized. English consonants are divided into
-12 -
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two classes, breath consonants and voice consonants.
The breath consonant sounds are h, wh, p, t, k, f,th
s, sh and ch.
The voiced consonant sounds are w, b, d, g, v, th,
z, zh, J, 1, r and j; m, n and ng.
All consonants, whether vocalized or unvocalized,
are of two kinds, stops, sometimes called plosives or
explosives, and continuants.
If breath, either vocalized or unvocalized, is
stopped as it is passing through the mouth, and then released
quickly with a slight explosive sound, so that it can continue
its way out through the mouth, the sound thus produced is
called a stop, plosive or explosive. The breath stop conso-
nants are p, t, k and ch; the voiced, b, d, g and j.
If the breath, instead of being stopped, is merely
hindered somewhat in its passage through the mouth, or
diverted from the mouth and sent through the nose, the sound
thus produced is called a continuant. Breath through the
nose, vocalized, results in the sound of m, n or ng. It will
be noted then that all continuants whether voiced or unvoiced
are directed through the mouth except m, n and ng. It la in
the change from these nasal elements to the oral elements that
the soft palate must be active .
For convenience, therefore, we will group our
consonant sounds as follows:
.::JnBnoenoo eolov bnc e4 nx»no&X'Oo /itsft'rcf teeeeelo o^S
t>{ tq trfw tii ©'IB Rbni/or jnjBXiop.noo rIrt.ui-KJ eiil*
./in tne rie «©
'
tri;J tV *3 *!: nd ^ Mr sib alMijjcvL :}ii£nc^oo beolcv eil'I
*3(1 bfja fl ^ra «l
tJ&0£lJ.roov/jx; ‘io &©silfl0ov 'lOii^&rfw ^ sCfiBnotno© XXA
*10 eo/XeoXq bsXXj^o e?xX:f©n:oe ^sgoGt: , ov?:}’ lo enifi
. Erfne^/r t^fion btiB tt&viaclqx©
f.; t*:.ev'?XX.::ooVjnt“ b&SikPqov iwricJ-i© ifi.iao'zcf II
b©cia?«ifc'T ;^3dct hrfJB tri^-join »i:it gn ftBSXjq eX sb beqqoSp
©jjnI:"no5 ny,o ,-^2 isriJ oe tbniroc .^vluciXqxe b rictlw vX>foxifp
j
£l brt;->wr-:o ¥i[ Eirb.t bjQXJOc trioiJt>rn ©ri-i i'jrlo ciijo -^nw sXx
-CB.10U qocts fj^O'id ^r'T .evlec-Xqxo 'lo fc^^XfioXq tqods 0 bdXlBO
.1 :-r:B. 3 tfc ti tbec-Xov odd ;.do mB il .q ©'IB cdxiBr
v'Xfj'iBrtj e1 tbfc'iqod© <x'iif>d “to d"' trrfd qi
'lo iddi/OLT ©dc /l^ro'rdd ©gBaeeq ©dX r’ l 3.^WiijraoB be'teb/Uri
' Jba.vcs add ^oaon e*.? dnoe bnxj ndxo'n edd cXf'i": b&df^vlf)
©fix djjL-O’^iid dd'=^''i:u .irnBi/fiXd;^oo barX.^^o ai boo^fboiq E:/du
IIlw dl .-15 'TO .'’ t'a *10 bn.voB oxld rri cdixfeai « r^es iX/A©ov toeon
I
beojLo^ax< to bPoXov 'v oild&dv EXni5iri:.X.1noo IIb Xfldd ifaxld ©cf
nX el ^ . . n dqeoxe rid.'fora odd d^tro^dd bodoealb oib
' XfebBfl ©e.&dJ ijoiv t^r nPA^o © id
. evl j r B od da xXfg od slBg d*lc E edd
;! -iiro rj:ro'i- XXi«' s*. ^Qivo'io-codd x ©cno.tn©vno©
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In regard to the necessity for accurate consonant
elements, produced with the correct force and balance of
breath and voice. A, J, Story says:
It has been pointed out, times without
n\imber, that in the production of good and
intelligible speech the full force and
value of its necessary consonantal sounds
must be faithfully given.... Certain points
of the modifying organs must be applied, or
approached toward certain points of the
speaking mouth; and the application or ap-
proach of other points of these organs, or
the application or approach of the correct
points to incorrect points of the speaking
mouth, at once spoils the quality of the
resultant sound and either reduces or ob-
literates intelligibility. The truth is
that the proper enunciation of the conso-
nantal sounds depends upon the almost exact
placement and movement of the articulating
organs, and only a comparatively minor range
of inaccuracy in placement and action is
permissible without injuriously affecting
the audibility of such sounds or lowering
their quality to the point of unintelli-
gibility.
1
Barrows and Pierce in a chapter on "Exercises for
Articulation" say:
In the production of consonants we must
be careful to make the obstruction correct-
ly; for on the place and degree of this
blockage the quality of the consonant
largely depends. We must be careful also
not to unvoice consonants which should be
voiced, nor to voice consonants which should
be breathed.
2
1 "The Importance of the Consonants in Speech and Speech
Reading, The Association Review , Vol. XL, Dec. 1909.
2 The Voice: How to Use It , Part II, Boston, Expression
Company, p. 35.
dDsaoBnom ©jaijjoo* *101 \;J^leneoen odd cd biagei al
lo ©onBlsc bna oonol Josa-ioo edi tidin bQoabonq tBdnBsiBle
%’ioJii .T» .A teoiov bna dfsBTd
JijciidJtv eemtd tdJJo Jbsd’cloq a&d-'J fiiari dl
biij& too3 *>0 fioi^oj:?bo*iq nJt dRdd I'l&dioaa
bns. IXjjI edd xioeaqc eX
eb.'Uioe X^iafiaoeaoo ^-iHBceoen s;#l lo quXmv
edatoq niBd'ieO ....aevlg ’cXIald^JX*! ed deaw
'zo tbeXXqqfi ed Jgi/a Baa^'ro snJhjlXbOin add lo
edd lo Rdoioq oifid^ao b-ijcafod bsdoso'iqqjs
-qr. *xo rto*d«oiIqqa add bna ;dd.ucm gnliiBeqe
*10 t fias^no. acarld lo tdnioq laado lo xJoBoiq
doivnoo" add lo rfa.^C'rqqB -lo noidjsollqqja add
SflXdaaqe add lo ednloq doa-noonX cd edaXoq
edd lo edd fcXXoqe aono dA tddJL'O'r.
-do *10 eeaabft'i laddlo bna bnaoe dnsdXaea'i
8 l ddxnd ariT .tdXXidXs-tXXadnl eeds'iediX
-oanoo arid lo ooIdiiXonana Teqo'iq arid darid
doBxo dBotdia arid rcqi; abnaqeb ebcwoB Xadaan
SrXdJbXuoXd'tr arid lo daemevom tnB dnaiceoeXq
egfiiii 'lonXai ^levidi^ijeqnoo s T^lrio bne tanssTco
t.t fiOldoB baa dna^aaoaXq fll ^o^.c/oojsnX lo
gnldoslla \;X«i/oX'xat*'^-t diroridXw a’Xriiceiniiaq
anX'iairoI *io Bt.ujoe rioae lo ^diXXrilbufi odd
-iXXadaXna lo datoq arid od '^dilBx/p iXodd
i.ltllXxdig
'lol eeBio'iexfi*’ no isdqfldo b nX aoiall ona BHorc'ZB^
’’noXdaliioXd'iA
dRij.;! aw edaanoanoo lo fiolJoabo'xq add nl
-doe'ircco noXd&i’^dBrio add a^lBoi od Xi/la‘iao eri
eXiid lo aoigab bns aoBlq add no ^ol
dfimoBTOo arid lo T^dlXanp arid a^sdoold
oeIs Xole'iBO ad darm bW .eboeqab ^legial
ao' bXi/oric fiol£rB EdcBncBnoo aolovnxf od don
bXm^dc doldti sdnanoEx-oo soicv od ion ,Jbeo2ov
S.beddjBeid ed
-rioaaqe br* rioaac'l r.l cdr.acoanoO arid lo eonAdiocml adT’’ X
.OCQI .oaC »JX .loV t walvaH ncXdaloo&cA ariT tSaXbsaH





Th.e congenitally deaf child* and the child who
becomes deaf before he has learned speech, face the same
problem in learning the spoken word; that is, both are de-
pendent for their speech impressions upon what they can see
and feel. A glance at the above classification of consonant
sounds will show that each breath consonant has one or more
corresponding voiced sounds. This means that a group of from
two to four elements will have the same point of contact but
a different application of breath. However, the deaf child
neither sees nor hears this difference . To him the elements
of a given group will look the same irrespective of whether
the sound produced is breath or voice, or voice through the
nose; or whether it is a stop consonant, like t or d, or a
continuant like n or 1. When the child is first learning
speech he will feel these differences in application of breath
or voice by placing the tips of his fingers on the teacher’s
cheek and before her lips; but as he grows older and is de-
pendent wholly upon lip-reading, he may forget that these
consonant sounds that look alike must be sounded differently.
A consciousness of these differences must be well established
in the beginning, and kept before him continually as hia education
proceeds or his speech will be quite unintelligible except to
those who know him .
An effective way of establishing this consciousness
with beginners or re-establishing it with those of any advanced
age who have never sensed the proper vibration with the right
j
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direction of breath in these nasal elements is to objectify
the outgoing breath by using a strip of paper. The strip of
paper — say, two and a half Inches. long by one-half or three-
quarters of an inch wide — should be held about two Inches
from the lips. When a breath element is given, the child
will see that the paper bends over or is vibrated for a breath
consonant, that this does not happen with the voiced sounds,
and that in certain sounds there is a combination of both
breath and voice. Exercises such as the following, providing
for repetition of consonant sounds, may be used for this pur-
pose. The position is prolonged for f , sh, etc. and
held in the case of £, t, k, ch and their corresponding voiced
elements before it is released; and it is important that the
amount of breath be of the same force and duration at each
repetition of the consonant sound. At first only the indefi-
nite vowel u is used, as this will call for no effort of the
tongue. Later, other vowels may be substituted, preferably
the short ones. A suggestion for such drill follows:
f u th u
f uf th uth
f uf uf th uth uth
f uf uf u th uth uth u
f uf uf uf u, etc th uth uth uth, u, etc
!ar
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S and ^ will be used in the same way, and all should be con-
tinued for as many syllables as can be done on one breath,
being careful to keep the force and duration of the consonant
element constant throughout the series. This should be
followed up by words using these consonant sounds.
As skill in this exercise is acquired, the consonants
may be interchanged; e.g.
,
f us ^uf u^ u, etc., always holding
the consonant sound, and making the vowel very short. Some-
times the drill may begin with the vowel initial instead of
the consonant.
The same procedure may be followed using the voiced
consonants, either continuants or explosives, and then the
breath and voiced consonants Interchanged.
When re-establishing a consciousness of the differ-
ence between breath and voice consonants, it will not be
necessary to use the strip of paper longer than to illustrate.
After that the pupil must remember the amount of effort neces-
sary to make the breath sound audible to the normal ear. The
teacher should listen carefully, and refuse to give approval
unless this is done. On the other hand, in beginning speech
the use of the strip of paper will be a part of the daily
routine for objectifying the difference between breath and
voice consonants. For variation, different colored strips
may be used on different days. Soft feathers may be found
attractive, or any other device that may suggest Itself.
'i;or ecf bCirOfit IIb bus es&s sdJ fll ^eKr ©d IXJv lie tea Z
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J
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'
-iiisfitZ .ii'vxia Xorev ©dd aiilafara bnB ,i>fiiJoe inscostico ©rid
lo bz^^Serii isidlnX fBwc.y edd ridlw rlgocf Ill'ib ©r'd aor^id
.dnBr.oRffoo ©rid
beoiev ©fid ..lEis fcew<"i;iol ©d ^bjq ©*xj;,'b©oo'iq ©: ae ©xiT
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-asoQfi d'lo'i'l© ^0 drr/OMB add *iedn:oc:©*i dejjm liQfi'q ©dd dadd 'ledlA
! odT ,zs€ leta'sod wJd od ©IdlbrrB bxixxoa djeeid ©dJ e^Iarr od v^se
I ovl^ od eaxi?©T Jbfia nedell bLuoilt 'iwloaed
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j xll&b ©rid lo dTaq s ©d Xliw *idqsq lo qlida ©rid lo set/ adi
;
bfiB ildae'td fioewded ©or!s*r©*llib ©dd do ^do 'lol ©nldiro*!
/ eqiidt DOTOloo dfloielllb tfioIdaJtTBV '^y? .adnacoEfioo ©olov
i
,
Liijjcl ©d e*i©ridBtl d*lo2 .B\ab diiai^-nib no fcaen ©d ^feai
j. .llcadl deoaarre tc«l darid aolveb 'toddo '^o tO^IdoanddB
The need for objectifying to the acoustically handi
capped child the difference between the breath and voice
consonants will thus be met, and practice should be continued
over many years until the differences are permanently estab-
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M, N AND NG
The En^iah language has only three elements, all
belonging to the consonant class, in which the soft palate
is lowered from its otherwise habitually high position, allow-
ing the sound to be deflected through the nose. These are m,
i n and All other speech sounds must come entirely through
!
the mouth. The normal child hears these differences; the
I
i
li deaf child must be taught to sense them.
There are several reasons why m, n and ^ should
1
be used as a starting point in the teaching of speech to the
deaf. In the first place, these nares tones are considered
;
as of prime importance for Improving the normal speaking and
j
singing voice. In his book. Voice Culture , Dr. Charles W.
ESnerson says ,
The first object In the cultivation of
the voice should be to establish habitual
j
openness and freedom throughout the vocal
aperture and this, too, by the shortest
possible method. This method should con-




M, n and ^ are the elements best suited to this purpose. The
focal point to which, in the case of the deaf, that tone should
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be directed may be the lower edges of the nostrils. If the
voice is properly directed to this point, "all the resonant
passages open freely through the entire nares, mouth, and
..1
pharynx to the vocal cords. The tongue, too, will be in
its normal position. The tone thus focused will vibrate
freely with the least effort. This use of the nares elements
also forces the vibrating air into the resonance chambers,
thereby beautifying the tonal quality.
The transition from the nares tones to all other
speech sounds requires a great deal of practice. The younger
I the child is when he begins to learn speech, the easier this
I
I
will be to do, because the soft palate, upon the activity of
’ which so much depends, has been inactive for so long a time.
If, preceding this, he has had a period wherein he has sub-
consciously learned direction and control of breath by blow-
ing, as explained before, the soft palate will be in a flexi-
j
ble condition, and will lend itself readily to the demands to
I
be made upon it.
The teaching of these elements will not be difficult
if approached with care. By means of blowing, direction of
breath through the mouth has already been learned. Holding a
slip of paper vertically before her own lips, and with her
lips rounded as though saying some word beginning with wh ,
the teacher will gently allow as much breath to escape as will
1 Emerson, Voice Culture
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bend the paper over. This should be repeated several times,
Then> she will hand a similar slip of paper to the child, and
!i
invite him to imitate what she did. Before the pupil rounds
I
his lips, however, she must make sure that the tip of the
I
tongue is back of the lower teeth, and completely fills the
space from side to side. The pupil *s attention should not
be called to the position of his tongue unless the teacher
notices that it is retracted, in which case she must encourage
]
him to bring it forward before she allows him to round the
I
lips. In all this she must be entirely relaxed herself, and
I
see that the pupil is, too. Then the child will be encour-
I
aged to blow the paper gently as he has seen the teacher do,
I prolonging the process at first, and when that step is fairly
established, doing the same in a series of short emissions,
several on one breath, increasing the number as time goes on.
A short emission of outgoing breath through the rounded lips
will produce the breath sound of wh .
Next, take a atrip of paper, and holding it in a
flat, horizontal position under the nostrils, with lips
!
closed, gently blow the breath through the nose until it
:
bends the paper downward. In this second process, before
the lips are closed, be sure that the tip of the tongue
is back of the lower teeth, and broad enough to fill the
entire space from side to side in the same way as for the
,
first blowing position, that it is thoroughly relaxed, and
.tecniJ tsTavoe Jbejtaeqert ad bltJoAB aidT .*i©7o 'leqaq add taad
feflfl tMldo edi od leqBq lo qJlIe 'lallaie a jTnad XXlw ode tfladT
efcui/oi IJtq'jq ©rid oioleS ,btb ade dadw adadlmi od ailri eilv/il
ftdd lo.qld add dadd artxfa ©ifew dex/r; ©da ^Tevawori «eqll eid
add sXXil '^XedeXqtco© f)xia ,ddoad »i©«,oX edd lo ^{©ad ei ex/^^od
dofi fclxjodc xjoldaedda a’Xlqi/q ©dT .oMe od efcXe mo'll aoaqe
'lorio^ed add eeaXnu ©xr^^od ©Id noXdleoq aild od £<©XXfio ed
ogjetJJoone dex/c ©ric eeso dcldve nl »b©doartd©'i eX dX dada eaoXdoxi
©dd Jbrxxo'i od isXd cwoXXa ©dc »*io'l©d Ma^'iol dX giiXid od mid
Jbcfi tlXee'ietfl feaxsXo'i ^Xo'xXctn© ©d dexnn ©xie eixid XXa nl .eqXX
-Ti/ooD© ed IXlvv XXlrio ©xid nodT .ood tcl liqxjq ©dd dadd ©©a
^o^ ledoscd ©dd naee ^3d od ea naqaq ©xid woXd od Xaga
\'X'ij!a*i ;eX qeie dadd neriw 6na tdeiXl da eeeoo'xq arid snXgooXo'tq
taqoXeeXi-c© d'xoife lo eaXiOB a nX amae ©rid '^alot ,XaxfelXdade©
.no eoors ©.Tld ea ladawn ©rid ^flleBG*i©nX \rida©rtd ©no no Xfi*i©vae
eqXI bobnxroi ©dd rifex/o^rid ddBt'td ^nXojjdx;© lo noXeaXr.i© diorle A
.dr Ic hnx/'oc ridaeid arid ©oxjfwiq XIlw
a fiX dl snXf>Iod bna tioqaq lo qX'ide a ©^fad ,dx©il
eqXI ridxv^ teXXidaon ©rid lebc.si ncidXeoq ladiicaJt'rori tdaXl
dX XXdnx/ ©eon add xXr.iWirid rida©id ©rid woXcf tbaaoXo
©'loled ,eLarx>‘iq Jbr.coca aXrid ai .bfiawnwob Tceq.aq odd ebnad
©x/gnod ©idd lo qld edd darid f>*w& ed tXeeoIo ^*IJ6 eqXX ©rid
©dd XXll od rigiiOc© bM'rtd baa tridaad 'xowoX ©dd lo jloacf ei
odd ^ol ea ©mac ©rid nX ©fcXe od ebXe :ao*il ©oaqe ©'ll da©
fcca thexaX©*! vixigt/ortorid cX dl dadd tncXdlcoq gfjlwoXri deiXl
that, although the lips are closed, the teeth are slight-
ly separated. This is all very important for it will
prevent constriction of muscles when it comes time for
phonation. Now alternate the gentle blowing of the
strip of paper until it bends, first through the rounded
aperture of the lips, and then through the nose.
For the third step, place the strip of paper
in a flat, horizontal position under the nostrils, this
time with the lips open, the teeth separated the width
of the tip of a finger, and the tongue raised to the
hard palate at the place where the teeth grow out of the
gum, as though about to say ”No.” With the tongue in
this position again blow the strip of paper until it
bends dovmward. Now alternate these three positions,
still using the paper to show direction of breath.
When the child sees that, with the tip of the
tongue down, the paper does not move when he breathes
through the nose, he will try to make it do so, and the
effort after a time results in the back of the tongue
responding by rising to the ^ position. While it
is best to induce the movement of the paper by the out-
going breath through the nose without drawing attention
to the fact that the back of the tongue is raised, if,
after some weeks of dally attempts, the back of the tongue
‘ e*r3 riiaod eilcJ »befeo£o «*is acil
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does not respond, the teacher may allow him to look into her
mouth and see the raised position; but, again, the less at-
tention called to specific positions, the more natural the
results. Care must be taken when inducing this movement to
make sure that there is no rigidity of the tongue, and that
it fills the space in the oral cavity from side to side.
Up to this time we have been showing with breath
the direction the tone is to take. The teacher should train
her ear to detect any sound in the outgoing breath that indi-
cates an obstruction to its free flow. Such sound will mean
that in all probability there is constriction of the back of
the tongue. One way in which this may be overcome is to
place the thumb and forefinger gently under the nostrils of
the child# and require him to breathe through the mouth.
This will quickly bring the tongue into normal position.
Then, removing the thumb and forefinger, replace the strip
of paper, close the child's mouth gently, and again induce
him to blow through the nose. This procedure must be re-
peated until the sound of the outgoing breath shows that
it is entirely free. Y/e are nov/ ready to apply voice.
The child will be taught next to hold the strip
of paper with the thumb and forefinger very lightly under
the teacher’s nostrils, but not quite touching the edge
of the nostrils in order to allow a vibrating space. The
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applied. The teacher will alternate breath and voice, en-
couraging the child to feel the difference. When she
thinks that the child senses the difference, the child will
be allowed to apply a strip of paper to his own nostrils,
and attempt to bring about the same result.
When the teacher is satisfied that when the lips
are closed there is right direction of voice, with freedom
of tone, the same procedure may be followed with the tongue
lifted to the n position. This accomplished, the two should
be alternated, still using the strip of paper placed lightly
under the nostrils to establish the sense of vibration at
the edges of the nostrils. The next step is to produce the
same result without the use of the paper. Similar procedure
will be followed for the sound of ng .
If the sound of m is arrived at in the foregoing
manner, the tongue, as has been said, will be in its normal
position, ready for the indefinite vowel sound of u, so that
by merely separating the lips, we have the syllable mu .
Applying the strip of paper again under the nostrils, let
the pupil feel that there is vibration of the paper when the
voice is directed through the nose for m, but that when the
lips are separated, and the voice somes through the mouth, he
feels no vibration. Repeat m opening into u until it is felt
that the child really senses the difference between the voice
coming through the nose, and the voice coming through the
-flft ,©otov b(zB ci:lBeid IIJ:» ri&xloaa^ edT •belSqqM
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mouth, first with the paper, and then without. '
Next, with the tongue raised to the n position, let
r
the child feel the difference between the vibration as it comes
through the nose, and then through the mouth when the tongue
j
I
has moved down to its normal position, back of the lower teeth,
j,
producing the syllable nu.
After u, the vowel sound that will require the least
tongue movement is aw, as in fall . Let the pupil see and feel ^
that the shape of the lips changes for this sound. With the
tip of the forefinger placed at one corner of the mouth, and i;
the thumb at the opposite corner, the change in the shape of
|j
the lips v/ill be felt as the teacher says with exaggeration i;
first mu and then maw ; nu , and then naw . Prom the maw positlonji
— —— |i
I.
a further contraction of the muscles will be felt when the lips
j|
are drawn in to the ^ position, as in book , and the glide from?
aw to ^ when repeated rapidly will become o, as in note . I
Alternate with no. If in giving the syllables im, maw , mo
,
j
the voice in the vowel is not a pure tone free from nasality, '
I
go back to the strip of paper and let the child feel the vlbra-i
tion. Keep referring to this device for sensing voice through
j
r




to keep the child conscious of the difference until the change i





Grouped, the exercises are as follows: |'
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mu maw mo moo (as
nu naw no noo
With vowel initial:
1
urn awm om oom
_
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mob mo mvg ran 4
' ^
nob ab fTwa nn
*
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Drilled across and down, these make very good voice
building exercises, requiring little effort in the movement of
tongue and lips, so that attention may be focused on direction
of tone and change from nasal to oral tone.
90I0V &005 ’^'tev 02(0^1 63 ef(^ ,nwob htzB seoina ftelUtTCI
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In all education we work from the known to the un-
known. Vvlien teaching speech to the deaf we must keep in mind,
also, that we work from the seen to the unseen. As has been
described, the pupil is first taught the use of outgoing
breath by means of blowing. Later the sense of this outgoing
breath is objectified by means of a strip of paper held before
the lips or under the nostrils. A way of inducing the speech
sounds of m and n separately and in syllable form with the in-
definite vowel sound of u, and also aw and 3, has just been
outlined. It is not necessary for the child to have covered
all this ground, however, before introducing the most easily
seen breath continuants. In fact, as soon as the child can
make the transition from m to u and n to u, work may be begun
on the combinations of whu , fu . thu , su and shu . It may even
be that some of these syllables will be learned more readily
than the mu and combinations; but they are not primarily
voice building, and therefore, from the standpoint of the
development of a free, easy, articulate voice, with more
natural resonant quality than is often found in the voice of
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With the strip of paper held vertically before the
lips, and the tips of the child’s fingers touching lightly the
cheek and chin of the teacher, the middle finger close to the
corner of the mouth, let the pupil see the movement of the
paper when the emission of breath for is given, and feel
the vibration which occurs with the sound of u. With the
fingers in this position, it is also possible to feel the
contraction of the muscles for jjh and the relaxation for u.
The teacher should repeat this syllable a number of times,
both with full face view and in profile, before the child is
encouraged to try. Care will, of course, be taken to see that
the child’s tongue is in its normal position, with the tip of
the tongue back of the lower front teeth, and filling the en-
tire space from side to side, and thoroughly relaxed. Too
much emphasis cannot be placed on this necessity.
The same procedure will be followed for and then
the two will be alternated: whu
.
fu ; whu . f
u
.
etc. If in the
beginning the ^ and f are prolonged, rather than the u which
should be very short, it will help to establish the impression
of ample breath in this group of consonants. As a check on
herself, the teacher should look in a mirror, and watch the
movement of the lips and tongue when repeating "father” many
times. If the word is said without the sli^test exaggeration
of lips or tongue, it will be noticed that for f the lower lip
approximates the upper teeth on the top of the lip, not inside
of the lip, nor is the lip drawn inside of the teeth. It will
vt-io'tori bifiri 'xeqeq to qJti^e d^l¥
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.
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be noticed, too, that the tip of the tongue when giving
does not protrude between the teeth. This is the model that
must be set before the child. In the anxiety to help objectify
the movement as much as possible, the tendency is to use
|
exaggerated movement. This must be guarded against in the '
interest of natural speech. Concentrating the child *s atten-
tion on the movement of the paper will tend to relieve con-
striction and produce a free tone. If, in the first attempts,
the lip is held too tightly against the upper teeth in giving
f, or if for any other reason there is not breath enough, tear
bits of paper, place them in the palm of the hand, and en-
courage the child to blow them off with lip in position for f.
This quickly releases the lip, and shows the amount of breath
necessary for good speech.
As soon as a new syllable is learned, it should be
contrasted with those already learned, Vlhen introducing the
sound of £, there will be no need to call attention to the
position of the tongue if the pupil is taught to blow against
the edp;e of the slip of paper, instead of the flat surface, as
for the other breath elements. The less attention called to
the position of the tongue at any time, the better; but the
teacher must keep constant watch to see that all the contacts
of the tongue are made at the right place, and that the posi-
tion and relaxation of the tongue are correct for the elements
being produced. The paper should be held very lightly between
the thumb and forefinger for the sound of ^ in order to vibrate
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the paper enough to be seen and felt.
To objectify the breath content for £h, the strip of
paper should be turned back to the flat surface. For this ele-
ment the teacher will draw attention to the slightly drawn-in
corners of the mouth, and the slight forward movement of the
lips which gives them a somewhat square appearance. She may
even shape the child *s lips for him. Contrasting shu with ^
through the sense of touch as well as si^t v/ill be helpful in
teaching this element.
It will be noted that all of the continuants are pre-
sented in combination with u, so that thus far we have sylla-
bles as follows:
mu, nu, whu, fu, thu, su, shu
The order of the elements in the syllable may then
be reversed giving:
urn, un, uf, uth, us, ush
We are now prepared for three elements in our sylla-
ble, The m and n that have already been learned as finals may
be used, and a drill like the following may be presented.
Reversed, we have
fum thum sum shum
fun thun sun shun
1
muf muth mus mush
nuf nuth nus nush
The indefinite vowel sound of u has been used up to
this time to establish the habit of the tongue held softly in
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its normal position in the mouth, allowing concentration on the
consonant elements.
These continuants may now be combined with 5 and
ob;
faw thaw saw Shaw
fb thb so sho (show)
fbo thob sob shoo (s hoe
)
awf awth aws awsh
of bth bs bsh
bbf both bbs bbsh
They may also be contrasted with m and n;
maw naw faw awm awn awf
mo no fb om on of
mob nob fob oom oon bbf
maw naw thaw. etc
,
Drills should be done down and across.
Since the short vowels occur in so many of our words,
it is well to introduce them as early as possible in building
speech for the deaf. Because they are of shorter duration,
they do not make the demand on the vocal cords that the long
vowels do, and the tongue position is more relaxed. It is not
necessary to try to develop them all at once. Starting with
- M ^ V
u and £, go on to the 1^, £ and £ as the child is able to take
them. Much can be done with the u and o.
TOT
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with a final consonant sound:
w
uf uth US ush
of oth OS osh
w
if ith is ish
ef eth es ^sh
af ath as ash
Prolonging the Initial





fo tho so sho
fi thi si Shi
shefe the se
fa tha sa sha
Inasmuch as we do :not carry on conversation in dis-
jointed syllables, as early as it is felt expedient work must
be started on combining them
,
first by repetition of the same
consonant, and then changing and alternating the consonant.
For this purpose, too
,
the short vowels will be best, though
the long vowels need not be neglected. Each line in the follow-
ing drill must be done with one breath, being sure to keep the
force of the breath equal for each consonant sound in much the
same way as outlined for corrective work (see p, 17); except
that it will not be necessary in most cases to prolong the
sound as long as when used to correct faults.
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As the child gains proficiency in sustaining the breath, he
can go faster and faster; but the amount of breath in each
consonant must be kept constant. The tendency will be to lose
the breath content after the first repetition or two of the
consonant. This must be guarded against. A game may be made
to see how many syllables can be given on one breath, the
teacher keeping count by a short mark on the board or paper
for each syllable. The child will bend every effort to in-
crease the number of marks. Other consonants should then be
substituted for the f
.
When the child is able to repeat these syllables
after the teacher satisfactorily, the written form may be
introduced. The syllables should be written on the board, not
always in the same order. The procedure will be for the
teacher to pronounce the syllable, the child repeat it, and
then point to the printed form. The steps are completed when
the child is able not only to take the syllable from the
teacher’s lips, repeat it and point to the written form, but
also to write it himself. This lays a good foundation for lip-
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VTHE STOP CONSONANTS
That group of consonants variously called stops,
explosives, or plosives, must be given very careful attention
in the teaching of speech to the deaf. While it is common
practice to start the approach to these sounds with the breath
group, p, t, k, approach by means of the vocalized group, b,
d, £, will repay the greater effort it requires. It is usually
easier to induce the breath content, once the voice has been
learned, than to get the voiced element after the breath has
been associated with the same position of the lips or tongue.
The order, therefore, will be b, d, £, practiced in syllable
form; e.g., ubububububu, etc., udududududu, etc., ugugugugugu,
etc. It will be noticed that the lip and tongue positions
for these elements parallel those for m, n and ng, so that if
the contacts have been made for the latter, the way has been
prepared for an easier understanding of what will be required
for the b, d, g. The important thing will be to establish
the difference in the application of voice from the continuant
directed through the nose, m, n, ng, to the stop with voice
directed through the mouth, b, d, g.
Reverting to our strip of paper, let the child feel
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teacher when she says mumtimu; then attract his attention to
the fact that he feels no vibration when she says ubububububu.
He will feel the contact similarly when she says, nunununu,
udududududu ; and again in ngungungungu, ugugugugu. When this
difference of vibration or absence of it has been thoroughly
sensed, the child will place his own strip of paper under his
nostrils and try to imitate what he has felt. Again he will
feel while the teacher demonstrates, and then try to get the
same results from himself. The alternating process of teacher
and pupil will be continued until the desired result has been
obtained. There will be two values in using the strip of
paper in this way. In the first place, it will help to es-
tablish the habit of the child waiting until the teacher has
finished the demonstration before he makes his attempt; and in
the second place, it will help to focus the attention on the
outgoing voice through the nose for the m, n and n£, and through
the mouth for the b, d and £. When the direction of tone has
been started in this way, the child may be allowed to feel the
difference in vibration by placing the fingers on the cheeks
close to the lips, so that he may feel not only the vibration
in the cheek but also the movement of the muscles about the
lips. When, after due practice, the teacher feels that the
right voice quality is in these sounds, ububububu may be
changed to ub\in - a bun; ubawbawbaw to ubawl - a ball;
ududududu, udol - a doll; ugugugu# ugun - a gun, and gum.
If a moving picture of the production of these stop
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consonants were taken and then slowed down when reproduced,
it would be seen that there is a slight pause before these
elements are exploded which holds back the voice or breath
for an instant before it is released. In ordinary conver-
sation this pause is so slight that it is not noticeable;
but it is very important in teaching speech to the deaf to
make sure that this pause takes place; otherwise the amount
of voice or breath expelled in giving these sounds will not be
enough to make for intelligible speech.
To help establish the amount of breath necessary
in £, hold the strip of paper before the closed lips, and let
the child see its movement when the breath that has accumu-
lated is released by the opening of the lips, and at the same
time, with one hand placed at the diaphragm, let him feel the
intake of breath, and that it is held an instant before being
released. The focusing of the attention of the child at the
dlaphragn and on the strip of paper which he is going to blow
will prevent constriction of the muscles of the throat and
tongue. The teacher will give the pattern many times before
expecting the child to try. She will also be sure that,
while there is precision of contact, there is no tension of
the muscles in any way.
The procedure for t will be the same, attention this
time being called to the position of the tongue raised to the
n position, and held for an instant, as in £, before allowing
the release of the breath. It will be noticed that only the
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part of the tongue which is between the two incisors leaves
the ;t position; that the whole tongue does not drop away,
and that if the breath is directed toward the strip of paper,
the result will be just the sound of t, and not t followed by
a breathed u. This is the only Jb that will combine v/ith a
vowel without an aspirate intervening between it and the
vowel.
In forming k care should be taken that here, again,
the direction of breath is out; that there is no pulling down
of the back of the tongue, but just a releasing of the breath.
The back of the tongue must be spread to fill the entire space
from side to side, the breath being released over the center
of the tongue only. The ei*fort to blow the paper v/ith
pressure from the diaphragm after the breath has been held
for a second when the tongue is raised to the same position,
as for n^, will produce the breath sound of k.







They should be done slowly at first, giving plenty of time for
the holding of the breath before its release as either breath
or voice or voice through the nose, and the tempo gradually
increased, never sacrificing accuracy to speed, until they are
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ddXw 'leqaq odd -v/old od d-roll© edT .i:Iro ongnod oxU* lo
bXoxi need EAiI ddBO'id odd 'ledla laga'iflqjaXfc odd ino'fl oixraao'iq
)}
^doJtdieoq ©mac odd od boeiai ei ecqinod odd nodw bnoooa a *ro'i
lo briwoe ddao-id exid ooi^boiq XXXw ioI sb
fXi'ib JB odnX dxxj od -jaia ed/ianoXo eacdd










*101 amid lo TtdaeXq tdeiXl da ^XroXe onob od bXr/ox^E -^odT
ddao'i''’ nciidle sa oaoeXo's adX ooolod ridaeid odd lo ^nibXcri odd
•'^XXsubBrcs oqmed odd dob toton odd i^i/o^dd ooloy no oofov io








of normal duration. It is not necessary, however, to wait
I
until normal speed is acquired before combining these elements
I
with vov/els • In fact, as soon as the child has the idea, and
a degree of ability to produce them with right direction of
breath has been attained, they should be combined as follows,
at first holding the consonant position, but making the voice
in u very short, gradually increasing tempo until the conso-
nant is of normal duration. Drill both down and iacross
•
2 3 4
mu pu bu urn up ub ^umu upu ubu
nu tu du un ut ud unu utu udu
ngu ku ung uk ungu uku ugu
Other short or long vowels should be Introduced as ability
permits or need requires. In drill 4, accent s one times the
initial vowel, and sometimes the final vowel. Later, £h and
may be added to the explosive groups, and made a part of the
drill. The learning of ch is facilitated if it is Introduced
first as a top shut position.
These drills make a very good basis for building
words, and for emphasizing the difference in the applica-
tion of breath and voice in these groups of elements
that look alike in lip reading, but which are not
articulated the same. The single element drill (l) can
always be used for quick drill to keep the child conscious
4
ilflw tievowofi t'^'iseseoen rton ei .i'rox^}A'rll^ layr^on to f
eina’nel© ecsri^ ©'lo'i&d be^lsjpSB al b&yqe Xi:criofi lictnjx
tHB tBsbJt eri;^ bllrio eri nooe tjs tdoB*l al . zla'.’rov d:flw
lo aclcfoerclt ^dgii jrf:#!?? crexitf eoi/ftc'^q oJ lo jb
,
tewoIIo*i Efl bsf-jttfir.oo «d foluorl* »b©nie:t:tB redd eed rirfAeid i
©olov ©xl;t ;ti/d aiO-!^ieoq ctnsncsnoo ©dct gniblod Ja'xXl ct« ,
-oeaoo edj oqrrerf snlEueTConi t^ioric vnev nt
^




qw qx; (ri/ tm:




v^illc <5 sjB booo-boTdrfl 9d bli/oda al&wov gnol 'lo iJrtorie ‘lerlctO I
!
ssaXet a.oe ztnaoofi IXlrtb n i . eeiXxfoeT; bean 'lo e^fln'ieq ';
‘
(
Jbns flo ^j.ayrov Ij&nil eri^ err'.t:letr.oa ba» tiowov Iel:jtal
,1
j
©fii lo JzBq B ebjam bps tBqs/oi^ ovlaolqxe edcl be.bbe ©cf 1
^
beojxlo'iu ni el 11 11 . 1 bIaIII toel el d^ lo 3ninfLfleX edT -Ill'ib
|
.noicfleoq :Jijri£. qol b< 8B ;fB't.ll j
anibXijjrf rrol eIbbcI f>oog a ©iUxa BlXl'ib oeadT
. J
-jaoilqqB odj nl . eane'talllb aiil ^atalaariqsie ’lol bas ^ab'iow'^
erfoofi:©!© lo p.qx/O'ia ©eed^ al eolev ;':•«£ rUeead lo nol^ !
'
it
cton ©'IB doidw dsrd ^^albBei ql£ al ©dllB x^ool :ljari;J ji
i
. nao (l) Ill'll d’neiaeX© oXynls ©xJT .occbb aril beialirDllae ^
I
eirc'liyenoo blliip eil' qeei 03 lll'ib jfoii/p 'lol beajj ed a-'^BvXa i
('
j




i voice (2, 3 and 4) can always be referred to when making com-
binations with other vowel sounds that may be difficult.
i
I
The same elements, grouped in this way, may also be
j,
!
used to teach single final consonant sounds and double conso-
nant combinations both initial and final. In the single
|
breath finals the position is held an Instant before being t
Ij
released. In the single voiced finals the voice is stopped !i
s
by holding the position, and neither breath nor voice allowed
to escape when the position is released. In the final double |:




the group is a stop consonant, it should be held before adding
|
||
the next sound or sounds. If the first consonant in the com-
j





urn up ub urns ups ubs
un ut ud uns uts uds






- eiln£l9i>fll e/U xl^lw anoid^^Antdnico dii iytia « eaortsiellib ©edijtf ‘lo
ik
“,'!ic-c> n®£{w ocf de-iiole^i ©cf nfin (^ baa C %Z) ©olov
- •^luol^i'llb »cf staLfoe^ lovov *^©dio ri^tlw e.TOi^*fjl<j
i ©cf oele el/lcf ai feequo^g la^nei:©!© e:ijae «iiT
I
.-o|.-oo eldi/of) f)a£ c^niroe ,1r./?fioenoo l&al% eX^rrle beau
j
clgrita axl^ al . Caail faia X^iijtfil if^ocf hr^oli anldaoo ^r.aa
I
3nlftcf ftToT^cf ^aai&Dl X14 v,>l6fi cX noljieoq erfc? elj»nll riiaea^l
. 60X0V edi sXatXI ©X^aie ©ri^ iil
.JbseadXn
I
fr(j»oX£ij ©oXov ton drteo'icf •if>riilsa UiJ5 ^noX^leoq adcf ^nXblod
it
^
sXcfiJob liwiXl aii.i nl
.i-seual©'! al noUisoq ed^ nex3W ©qwot© oct
^
^njxrioeaoo 6xi^ *1X t Bnoi^fmXdicoo dnj?.aoenoo eXq2'r;f Jbflii
rabbba ^©d ©d bixiodc ctX
, tfa/Baoex^oo qcsfa al ©rirf
*"£x>o 6d^ ni ^/iBaoanot ^^arrtl ©dj II
.itm/oe to bxiaoe dxon odcf




£dx/ squ f.. ’4* rjxr' qxT ’UJ-
*
i
tbif a.tif aoij txT ct;7
s»








































sm sp b snfu spu bu
an st d snu atu du
ng sk 6 sku gu
If the principle of what may be termed ”the hold”
has been well taught in the single element drill, the problem
of double consonants is practically eliminated, and it is
understood that in the above drills this principle will be
followed. The speed should be quickened gradually until it
comes to a normal speed of articulation. In building words
with different vowel sounds, reference should be made continu-
ally to the basic drill of m, £, b, etc.; etc.;
gfu
, uu , bu , etc., given above.
e . ^
ik; aq XT'S kf tjq us
i/Xri SXq Mri Mq
i/*trf ^rq
r






Ms x>X5i :L Ms fflJ
ij*iS iTtjI
V JL
i?ri jjqc trrt A•-•r qc me
j>b j/de jJnE b de ne
as ihlfs a ile 8xt
’’Mori ©ri^” bdjsnecJ ©ri imu *lo ©Xqlorii'iq 11
m©Xrio*sq erirf ,XIt‘Xf) ;Jff©aie-X® Mxn U. erid nl Xilow neriri eari
aX ct-t t(i£ tb©.t sntanllo ^IX ei •4n/ico*'*.noo ©Xriwob lo
©ri IX iw eXrXoniiq ©ixi^ «XXXii) ©’/oc/e eri4 ni JjRiXt hoorf e-iebiii/
vii XX dc:/ ^XXr>ji/bjetg bdfi©iIoii/p eX Mj/orie L©eqs ©riT .foawoXIol
Eb**Oif^ ^cilhilisd ffl ^cfoXialrcid^s "o beaqs letmon a od eainoo
-irniciiKco ebac ©ri bix/orie ©on©'!©!©*! tCivfu/os Xowcv dritsieUXb ridXw
;.od3 x 2j^ xtm ;.od© %d »£ lo IXi>xfc, oXEjerf ©rid od vlXa












Consonants may b© likened to the framework of
|i
speech. They give form and definiteness# and, as has been
said, are important for understandable speech, but, except
ll
for the m, n, 1 and r which have a vowel quality, they
have no beauty. It is the vowel that gives beauty, variety
and interest to speech. Her© we have the resonance that
^
makes, or mars, a voice; too, it is only the vowel that can li
|!
give inflection to the voice, and accent and rhythm to speech. '
h
Within the small compass of the mouth, there is the
1
possibility of an infinite variety of sounds. It used to be
thought that vowel changes took place entirely in the oral
cavity; that is, that the position of the tongue in the mouth,
,
aided by the movement of the lips, determined the vowel sound.
Recent examination by means of the laryngo-periskop and X-ray
photographs show
that for every vowel other changes occur —
j
in the size and shape of the pharyngeal
cavity and in the adjiB tment of the vocal 'I
cords, and that these changes are probably
i
of even greater importance than those re- i
lating to the mouth cavity. 1 'i
1 Avery, Dorsey and Sickels, First Principles of Speech




“lo efi:i fcenpailX etf fcin«nosnoO
need BAd ba ,£snf. , BBenei# tnlleJb bag- m'zoJ ’(jedT .rioeeqe
Jqenxe «rft>€*®q£ BldA?3r!BJeisfonir no'l rfnrJ'ioqml e'x« iMse
-Cewov a ever! doldw t besB ^ t^n %n .a sd^ lol
X;3al'iA’/ tfevi^ OAii:) I»:viO'/ arf;J tJt il cn tvRd
;terf.'t eouaocBei ©dJ evfid ew e*if^U .rioeeqe otf cfeeieinjt bna
£iAO I^wov &xi;? vino el ^1 toc'l ;eoioy » ,e^nfo io ,ee>im
.dot'sqe orf erd^f^d*! bna itnenoa 5n3 ^eotov efU Q:f aotJve£"inl ovlg
ed.’t R.f e^ed^t »d^i;oKi eiict lo BeBqufioo Xlame od:^ nlxillW
erf Oo fc&en Si . ebnjdoe ^t) ©Slnllnt na lo jSlXlJlBeoq
Xb*io edl nl \Serrl’Jne eoPlq alooS eejjr’ric Xovov Sedrf Sfi^iroriJ
^dSnoic 9d? nl cx^sOoS adS -o nolSlecq sdS S«dl , el SiadS
.fcnnoe Xerov odS t»niinorf9b ^eqU edS Snaneyoja odrf xcl bsblfi
Xe'J-X bne qojlglioq-csax’^al edS lo enAor.; Jt^olSenlrafixo Sneoo3
wodR BdqBTsoSoriq
—
'ijjooo 8*>s-T&rio ''sxiSo lewov * SadS
laegffX'iAdq ©dtt 'lo ©qade bn a os It 3/iS nl
Ifioov 6ds lo rfner.S aw^bA odS nl bna \llv£0
Xirfsrfo'iq e*iB Ro^fiBiio eeedS Sa'S ba® , sb^oo
~ei eeoiiS n.orirf eofiAS*toqicl ‘loSao'ij, neve lo





do- oqc iQ eoXdlonl*!! jeal*^ ,e1c^^»12 bnp \ec^C)ii tX*^®7A I
.6CI ,q \xciBit^oZ) bas noSeXqqA .<i tif'iol weH t ^nlnla^iT
44
It has always been recognized that the consonant
position must be exact and without deviation, but that the
vowel position may vary within certain limits and still be
recognized for the one intended.^ Recent X-ray photography
substantiates this view, at the same time seeming to reveal
facts in regard to the formation of vowels which were hitherto
obscure, and showing that, outside of that limit, the slight-
est change in position or tension of the vocal organs will
pproduce a different result. In other words, the same sound
may result even though the tongue should vary slightly in its '
high or low, front or back position* It will also vary I
according to the individual, and even the same individual may 1|
I,
not have the same tongue position for the same vowel at all
'I
times. However, a certain amount of adjustment of jaw, lips
|
|(
and tongue automatically brings about the proper adjustment
j|
of the larynx and pharynx, so that teachers of speech do not,
as yet, attempt to teach these vowel movements in any other I
way than by the changes in the buccal cavity.
i
The vowel sounds are divided into three classes, 'j
front, back and middle. The front and back positions of the
tongue may move from a high to a low position; the middle
of the tongue rises slightly and descends to normal position.
In all vowel sounds the tip of the tongue should be back of
1 A. J. Story, "The Importance of the Consonants in Speech,”
Association Review , Washington, D.C., Volta Bureau, Vol.
XI, 1909, pp. 479-488.
2 G. Oscar Russell, Speech and Voice, New Xork, Macmillan
Company, 1931.
diiBr;OBj:!oo edtf fcesI^5,o^^er^ «©rcf eari
©ri^ diitf <n©i^a2v6li ;Jjjodil 9k boa ^oax© ©:; :tEWn nol;Jxeoq
©d Ilt^s bna RJtjzlX nla:?*!©© tildcflw •^«e nolcfiaoc Xewov
V^‘T**fBoJodq JneooH ^ .bebned^nl ©no ©dif *iol feesingcodi
iBove^x oi ;.cJtei©©ft ©inaB ©d^ i*? x'tfBlv eeiBldnatf cdue
e»T8w d©Idv eXf'wcv lo doliaano' cd b'laj^s'r cil etfoal
-difaiXe ©dd lo ©Mejcro t^farid srltrods bne ,enuo©cfo
XXXw fc/isj.'io lanov od;t “'O aoXe'nect lo noXdieoq nX ©sajad© tc©
bm.'oe ama© ©dJ tcb-iov isridc nl ‘'.XXaee'i dfla'iellib a eoubonq
BXl nX >fXdr(stXE bX:".'ode edX rigiforid nev© Slube*i
\;'yev oela lliw tl *noliltoq ifoad *10 ctnoil tWoX 10 daXxl
'^fiia Xm'btrXbr.l exuae ©ci^ nev© buA xlaiibtvJititl add od griMocoa
XIa da levfov ©xnae ©dd ’lol noidl&oq eusnoj eraat ©rid ©vsd Jon
BoXX tval lo dfio-J.dex/ti>a “io dcx/ona niadiao a ,'i©v©woR *ae«Jd
dn©*flj 'leqo'jq odd dxioiia x-^Xsoidamodija ©jjgnod bns
A
tdoiJ cL d©9fiqa lo eiedosad dadd oe tTCir^ijariq bna xrr^aX ©dd I0
*ierido ^na nX Edneinevoc: Xewov eeedd riraad od dqmodda %^&x
• X^-tvao XaooiJd ©rid ni oe^^nado add nxdd
«efteeaXo ©eidd odnX bebXvXf? oia EbnjL/o© Xohov adT
end *^0 efloXdlEoq ifofso bna dno'il ©dT .©XJbbXia bn« j-Ienri »dno*il
eXbnXin ©dd jnnXdXecq woX a od ri^XxI s iaoil ©voci ex55jnod
.ffcXdtaoq Ifi»mon' od cbneoeeb bna xJ^^^&XXe r&elz &if;^no:f ©xJd lo
)fO^ ed bXr/orie ©xtj^rod cdt lo qXd odd cbanoe Xerov XXa nl
’’itdoceqfi flX EdnanoenoO edd lo ©ocjadrto'^ail ©dT*' t'TiOvlS .X» .A X
. CoV ^ifBeTari adXoV ,*0.Q ,nod3iiXdeA«< tW&Xvoii ncid«^XoofcgA
.88A-'^V^
.qq ,COCX‘,IX




























the lower teeth, closely approximating them# and the lower
the tongue can be kept# consistent with the correct sound of
the vowel# the better will be the tonal quality# inasmuch as
ii
the mouth is a resonating chgunber# and the larger the cavity, I|
li
the more vibrating space there will be. ,
Position of the tongue for a given vowel is im-
j,
I




its clarity. In the section on the larynx it was stated that |i
II
it is the nice approximation of the vocal cords that the
teacher of speech to the deaf must strive for in order to l|
I,
obtain a good quality of voice. The clear fundamental tone
,
I
necessary for normal speech is dependent on attack. No matter
j
II
how correct the formation of the element# speech will be
normal only in the degree to which this clear fundamental
tone is attained. Correct articulation cannot compensate for
lack of tonal quality. !
I
Another equally important element in the clearness !
of the vowel is the direction of tone . Granted that the tonguei
takes on the right position# and the attack is properly made# ^
if the tone is not directed to the lips as the focal point#
!
except in m# n and ng# when the focal point# as has been I
pointed out# should be the outer edges of the nostrils # it
will drop back into the throat and be reflected against the
oral-pharynx# giving a throaty or muffled quality to the
voice. The failure to keep in mind direction of tone has
been one of the reasons for the unpleasant voices of many of
^owoI btiA »rceclJ gti Mitral ?.0‘xqqa xi6^Qlo xri^eei itfVoL ©ri;J
^0 biiuott dioo'i'ioo ftx!i xfcJiw ^ne^ltilEnor iiq©^ q6 hbo ei/s^Jo^ ori;t
Fc dojjiaejic.2 ed^ ed II.'v ne^of^d dd.t tlewov edrf
t-^jivAO ©xJi tej'ijaX ed? ^TsaV^ds gxiX^ jBxicRe't « ft! dtfworo edtf
.fed IXlw e'^ed? aofiqe anUBirflv e'loai ed^
-!tti El Ie»oir r:evX3 m tcoI et^jno^ add “io ncXilsol
eenlarraded dedd It^vov add lo jfoeddja add el dX dxjd rdi^ad'ioq
dAcid Jbedfide esw dl x*avral odd no noldoee ©dd nl .T^dli^Io edl
edd diiiid aMoa looov add lo nold/?rrlxo*iqqx* ©oXn edd e 1 dl
od ifb'io nl *io1 ©YlTdE dfciroy Ijaof) edd od doeerfja *io 'ledoaed
snod Xednc'udinidl ndeio en'T .eolov ^dirBop fcoog o nljsddo
•loddau oK •jioEd'dp xo d-aei>rfoqajb ei doeoqs InciTOn •xol '^TSfcEeodn
ad Iliw doeeqt ^das.-adle odd lo noldasiol edd doe'moo wod
l/5dncxp»bax/i imoLo uldd doldw od de'Ts.ef) edd nl x-^rio lixe^on
'fo‘1 rdaenegaroo dDxixii>‘> ;iol dBlirold*L« doonoO »bentB^Se el enod
-'^dlXBup litnod lo afoal
eeefi'xaelo edd nl dfiQiCt.Xe dnBdioqinl -^IXeifpe teddonA
SLignocr edd dedd f'odnenf) .onod lo siol^ oft'ilb edd el Xewov eifd lo
^Inoqo'iq el odd l>ni3 ^noldlcoq driSln odd no eeiffld
tdnloa X>^ool oxid ae eqlX odd od bedoeili) don el ©nod odd 11
need eud ee ,dnloq Xflool odd xfedw t££i bne dqeoxo
dl » eJl*idec<n odd xo eq^vbe ledi/o odd sd I)XjJ0d8 tdno bednloq
edd deala,>sa feedoel'ie'i ecf bna daonrid odd odal afoed qo*tb XXiw
odd od x^lXanp bBlIlm. no « ynlvla txnxni&^lq-Xi^no
eari ©nod lo noidcenifc ftrlm nl qeojt od onj/Xlal edT .eolov
lo ceolov dniieseXqcir odd 'icl enoeaen odd lo ©no noted
A
our deaf. The ear helps In the direction of tone with hearing
people, as evidenced by the fact that when people begin to
lose their hearing, the voice often loses the outward direc-
tion# and takes on a muted quality. The deaf do not have the
ear to guide them, and must depend upon the kinesthetic sense.
Consonants help in carrying the voice forward; but the vowel,
too, must be well focused. If the idea that speech is in the
mouth is held before the pupil, it will help toward this end.
The principle of ’’the hold” which already has been
described in relation to the stop consonants, can easily be
applied to the vowel in order to give the definite fundamental
tone desired. If, when the edges of the vocal cords are
approximated gently> the breath is held for an instant before
being released, the vowel will be wholly vocalized, and the
aspirate sound that so often precedes an initial vowel if the
vocal cords are not approximated with sufficient firmness will
be prevented.
Vowels are best taught in combination with a conso-
nant, and since m or f require the least effort to produce and
both aid in the forward direction of the voice, they are good
for this purpose. It has been established that the short
vowels are best tau^t with a final consonant, the long vowels
with an initial consonant. When the syllable begins with a
vowel, the tongue and lips should take the position of the
vowel. The vowel position is kept while the breath is held
by the diaphragm, and at a signal from the teacher the voice
^Sni'raf>ri oco:t lo arirf ai eqXori 'imo enT .laeb »rx;o
j o;t nlgecf aXqoeq neu'w &ri;i beoneblve t& ,eXqoeq
I
-oe-iib 6«x£w;fr/o ed;t eaeol fjo^io eoiov ^Bnliaoif iioxi:t seol
,
eri;? evA^i-I cfou cb l^ef) ©f(T be^jjcr a ao bna tnolJ
j
.9cnee olcJerfa eenXi' orlrf bogx/ d-BX/is Jbna ^mebct eblig:, orf *ij09
f tiowov «*rig cTxfrf •b‘iBV.^01 ©olov add Rni^'rxao nX qlsil ed-flanoecoO
*.»
eX r(069qa ctabcJ eeM exlct *11
.Jboex/oo^ lie/.- ©d gt-x/ia
^
.bne al/l;# Matron alsrf ixir dl .Uqjjq edd (riolecf Mod el d;/roji
S
r need ss/f tfc^e'iXa doirtw ' Mod oxicr"
-^o ©XqionX^q edT
; 9d ^IXase nno .ednaaoenoo qo;j£ od;» o;# noX.fBXo'i nt bod.-ioeeb
ladnem jbni/l odlni'lofc odd ovXg od lebto nX Xeaov add od beXIqqe
i*
bMoo Xaoov add lo eor^be add noda n't! -boiiBab onod
I
ertolod diiedenl cia lol bled eX ddeeid edd ^rldirey badatttlxoiqqa
odd bn£ tfcoxXXaoov ^Iloxiw ed XIXw Xewov ©dd ib©caeXo*T anXed
odd li Xowov XaXdini na eoden^iq nedlo o« dadd hai/oe eda^lqtB





-oenoo a ddX» ncldar.ldnioe riX ddanad deed o*xb elewoV
bflB 90i;£)o^q od dnoli© deael odd ©'iXnpe'i 1 «xo « ecnXe bn© «dn<'fl ;
I ^ ^ ,
I
bco3 -eriB v^dd kOoXov add lo aoXdoe'xXb tniTnot ©dd xxl bXa ridod J
! f'l
I
wucda ©dd dfifid bedelldadee need eod dl .©aoq'xi.q eldd lol
\ eXerov ^ncX edd .dranoenoo Xani^ a ddXw difened deed e-xa aXowov ‘
« rfdlw Bribed oXdaXX^e ©dd nedW .d/.anoeroo XaXdXnX na ridXw '





X'Xed iX rfdoeid ©dd oXXxfw dqoji eX fioXdXeoq Xewov ©dT .Xewov |
I 't
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jdLJ^ . X' dU^^A . . r Jm . .ifJv'A-i
l3 released. The thumb and forefinger held together may
represent the held position# and when the instructor feels
that the position has been held long enough to bring relax-
ation# she separates the finger and thumb to indicate the
release of the voice# and closes them immediately to Indicate
that the voice is of short duration# and should be stopped.
After the difference between voice through the nose#
as in m# n and ng# and voice through the mouth# as in -u-,
has been established# subsequent vowel sounds may be presented
in combination with f # s^, and when satisfactory may be
|j
added to the list of vowels already learned. There should be i'
daily practice# for a few minutes# of the vowel sounds in i
the manner just described for attack. The list when completed ^




e (oa# ow# -o) o
1-
e (igh# -y) 1
aw (au# o[r]# all) o
ee (ea# e-e# -e) e
00
^Spelling as given in Formation
and Development of Elementary
Elnglish Bounds by Dr. Caroline
A. Yale# Northampton# Mass.#
Gazette Printing Company# 1914.
00 ([r]u-e# [r]ew
ar
iaifaeaoct Mexl biiB duJjd:t ©dT .bcR^’eXo': ei
'icjoij'iier.l Bd:S neriw ban ^noUlaaq bXe*:
^nXT:d oJ d^uouQ ^noX /vied :i»od 'lad xioXjiecq ©n'd dcdJ
edit s;Ji>oii.»ni oJ cari/dS St^Jiiijeqes odg ,noX;tj8
t'ijr.olbril oct ’^Xe.'^si'erir.X eeecio bcij t^ylov jdt 1o o&b&Ibi
ocf 5£f/C)xJs bnjs ^ r: i :}zt nb itiodp lo aX ooXov edct tfxidit
<f Ror. od.i d.jiro'^jLj ‘joIov neewutxf eocid'ie'i'iXi) erfj
cis tdcJMO/c odsJ d^^i/cKTrid aoXov r>ni» br.Ji r « aX bjb
bo:'nc*Et>'iq ed \j32: s Xeirov dicjjpeacfva t:^i,.ffc
>
ed 'i'redoB'ieidiii?. neiiv .^ns «b ,1 ;idXw ncic- /uiJdraOJj rii
ecf fcXi.' .‘8 e"?'''': .i c-.rr’iX 'ib.^.o'iLa sIp'^ov lo dKil add od 6©bij»
f. 'i)OB X?5*Kov fex^d C/ t sedf/nXm v;©^ a in'i t ©oldop/rt . iXeb
podeirrrtoi rern* ctaXI ©dT .:/o«dd£ ‘:o;x uudl-ioEsJb j^uf, ‘i<.fiA£jr* odd
: fwIXcl er ecf IIXw
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1ft when doing this exercise, the breath is held by
means of the diaphragm before phonation, and the movement of
i
the muscles and vibration of the voice felt at the lips, there
will be no forcing of the voice from the larynx. Under no
circumstances should attention be called to the vibration in
;
the larynx by placing the hand at the throat, if a well-
directed tone, free from constriction is desired, for the
voice tends to follow the direction of thought. Since direc-
tion of the voice should be to the lips, any suggestion that '
will help in the accomplishment of this aim may be used. The
|
teacher should watch for the first sign of constriction of the jl
tongue and muscles of the larynx, and correct it by directing '!
*^ri r, M
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Cer( Eil rf5f=f‘*3:o orfj tOBloiexe fc.^xir ^Ict
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I,:) p-^oa:
-'rvuJ .r.,-2r erfrf He: i,r;Iov ar,':? fici.‘i2*^fcfiv ^vic e^^Iohii^ eri^
'.etfiu
.ziiit-xfil e^^Iov e.lcf inio'io'l o;i ec- II>w
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€,rfi o:^ b<?iXsn iicf iioIjno;fJi» ;XtK>x<a toafiBw^eaujailo




. :t£fT^i,'Oj*:;j 'o notXoeiib orlct rollo'i o.t aibne;t ftolov
aoliBsi^rj^ Tas ,tqU erid cct oc/ MiT-ns ooiov ©ritf lo noXq
:;
•tBBu ©(f flxl© RiriJ “io :f nomdfiXIqnoooje exf:? ni qXt/J IIXw i|
'exlJ
-io Xenon "c n^le Xcnl*^ ei.x no^' rieix^r tLuorie n©rfo>3«x •
M
j.r:xXoenXf y^d Ji Xoennoo bna e;'X '’,0 eelo&r/n Inn ei/^-^ox
j.
ifnttimi
attention from the diaphragm to the lips.
As soon as the pupil has given an element that can
be approved by the teacher# he should be held responsible for
its recall . The teacher must not yield to the temptation of
allowing herself to be a crutch for the child. He must be
taught from the beginning to depend upon his own thinking
powers and upon his kinesthetic sense# Inasmuch as a memory
for speech formation must be firmly established.
The teacher for her part must train herself to
listen critically# and should learn to depend upon her ear#
rather than her eyes# for the correct voice quality and
articulation. She should listen to her own voice and pro-
jj
nunciatlon# and compare it with others in order to help herseli||
to become discriminating in regard to speech sounds. If she ij
i|
has never taken any work in voice and speech improvement for ji
herself# she should do so. She will then have a standard for !!
!,
purposes of comparison.
Besides the short dally drill of the long and short
;
I
vowels# there must be drill in combination with the consonant
|
I




aw baw awb bawb
o bo ob bob
I bl ib bib
e be eb bib
k ba ab barb
tI '/ •*>
. ?qi£ .o;f iaa£irfqi?IL exfi KO'z'i r.o tJne^:ia
nao c^ATiJ :Jn&r.76X© nevi^ e£ui liqu^x edi ©/• noo6 &A
*io'i a.Cdi.Enoqec'i bled ©d birjorie ed ^•xerio.ned "©iict Lsvoiqcjs
*10 ftQiafidqine;? ©xicf od bXel^ dcr.> dLm ^xssrloced onT . XX/soeg fr,jX
:*ejcfic oH .bXids sdd io‘i i»orfu*xo n jd od Xlseied ^niwi^XIa
I
j^nXiinidd rr^/o BJ.ii aoqv br'iec&b o.i :,,nI/:nX>i9d odd incn?. dd^,i/^*d
.:‘!couen ' ^ 8 8 lioiJaeBdX tOEfioe nXdt>dd«efliji sXxi xioqx/ bna sTevoq
• be.rie -Mff&dF. & ^IpitcxX od _d ej^ floXdacnc'j i^ofiege 'lol
oj ‘ileerceri dw/ar d*iflrj lod 'icI 'iddoaed fi»dT
tT:£^ ‘rod noqu biieqab od XXxjode bna
^ iIXsoldX'io nedelX
tna T^dXIflxrp oolov doannoo odd "ol »co'^e lod nadd Ti>dJai
ir.js f'C^tov nwo led od nedrll Mucric ed8 .noXdBXi'!?Xd*i8
'/-‘‘liTod qled od 'roE-’to at aiorido ildiTv dl oiMcitioo bno tCOidBXorfi;n
Oiifc II .ebnrrcj; dO'?aqe od i:J: ^aXdeaJiJtX'iOBXL- ei'cCitoCf od
‘iol df;ejiicv-jr;qi'X doeeqi h*ia eoXo-r nt ai'row rresfpd qeven aad
^oJ t'calKiadf; 8 &vi;ri nyxld X r tr o.te .ct oJb I lc/ojrfs ede ilX.ehqc.rl
f
. f;oeX‘i£qr.ioo lo Boeoqqx/q
arqcde bnx^ “RrioX edd lo Xilqd v.CXab anod*'. odd pebleeH
,
i
d/r^/iornoo oi-fd xldXw noIdAn tcfiaco <iX IXiqb ed eqeiXd
, uXoif.ov *
i
baa nwob 3 r.j. t©Xqu;rx'> 'io'i .Ijsnll oa« iBldinl t8£)r.x/oa
•
: ecoqoB
dw)8d cfwa JR ad «r8
dod do od 0
did dl id T
do ©d ©










See also examples on pages 33, 34, 41 and 42,
It would not be possible to use all vowels in all the combi-
nations as suggested above at one time; but the basic vowels,
5, £e, or u, o, i, can be used for general drill,
with one or two others added as needed.
All words as they are learned should be classified
according to their vowel sound. Emphasizing the vowel by
means of classification may be carried through all grades
and drilled on in the special speech period, or as a five
minute drill at the beginning of the lesson in which the
words occur. Words of more than one syllable should be
classified according to the vowel sound in the accented
syllable. This makes the pupil vowel conscious. Improvement
I
of consonant sounds will be emphasized when drilling. By way
of illustration take the lines.
Oh, look at the moon
She is shining up there.
Oh, mother, she looks
Like a lamp in the air.
Last week she was smaller
And shaped like a bow;
But now she’s grown bigger
And round, like an 0,
The classification would be as follows:












• S^ brj£ eeaoq no 8«»Ic-4Bxe ode ©e8
-tdaoo ed6 Ha nl cXewov IIs eaxr ©Idicfcoq ed ion M«o» il
^Elewov oJteBd dcJi i^d jemli ©no iB ©vodo beiBo^ane 8 b Enoii--3fl
XXiit> 'lol tesjs ©rf aBO xH *ic x$^ »oo » 5fB tO
.fjaLaen ea ba.bba B*r©riio ovi io ono riilw
^oIliBEaXo ed fcljjorie ^©flxae.C ©'la '^edi ea efciow IIA
lewov f^iic gnJtslRadqefi .bnuos lower 'slorli oi solb'ioooa
B ifeaia, Xla ri^L’onrfi bel'x'tao ©d fsoIiaoXiiaeoXo “lo enaoni
evil a ea *io tboi'i&q doe&qa laioece odi ni no belllTb bna
edi dciriw fli nceesX edi lo galnr!is 2>d ©di ia XXilb oijjffim
od bZiforie ©no narii ©nom 10 efe-xoW .-uooo eb^iow
beireooa ©rid ni fcni/oa Xowov ©rid oi gnifnoooa boniEEBlo
in©ci©vo»rqinI *Ei/oloefioo XGwor Xiqtrq ©di BOH'ata eirfT .©XdaliTje
TBW Tfi .gniXIiib ned'*# besiBjddqra© ed XXIw efcntx^s inaaoenoo lo
taeniX ©ni ©Jlai npiia'iiBiflXi lo
nooir. eiiif i s jIooX « dO
,©nsrii qw gnintrie b1 edci
E'HooX ©da ^'torliom «x10
« ciB 9di ni qroaX a ©JtiJ
n -XXaaiB taw ©de 3£©8W iaaJ
le^^id jiwoTg e’exle won infi
.0 na ©j£iX »i)m.sorr bcA
;
wod e. 02[1X beqfirie bnA
•
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e i e awi
she is shining there
|







Repetition of the same vowel in a coliunn of words
tends to bring the accent on the vowel, and this is necessary
|
for articulate speech; therefore the words may be drilled in
|
columns first, in order to Induce the accent and flexibility
]
of articulation which repetition of the vowel brings; and
j
when the words can be articulated readily, the teacher may
|
point to the words in the order in which they occur in the
!
poem before presenting the printed form of the poem itself.
,
The classifying will be done at the board the first !
year or two under the direction of the teacher, the child
deciding in which vowel column the word belongs. When the
child has learned to write, he should be taught to do his own
classifying, the teacher helping in Irregular cla sslfications
. j
Later when he has learned to use the dictionary, he will be
j
made responsible for the entire procedure. If there is
|
enough board room to permit, the entire primary spelling
!
vowel chart can be kept on the board in permanent form, and
j
I
the new words filled in as they occur.
I
I
If no hearing aid is used, change of pitch can
j









Eb»ioir lo naijjloo a nl lowov aniae eri^ lo flo.t;tiireqafl
Xiaaaaoen eJt atd;f bisc tiawov driJ no ^aaooa sdi ^alid oS ebneJ
ctl belllib 9<S ao-tow ad^ ©ToleT:eri;t jdoeeqa o^aXtroi:J*ia 'xol
X^ilMixal'i bna ^tn^ooa udi eoubct oi 'leMo nl aamssloo
bne le^Tt'xd Levov arii lo noi;tX;J3qe'i dolriw aoIlaXi/oi^ia lo
^a:« Ttedoaei ©dt ed nao b5iow edcJ nedw
odcJ ni rcucoo ^od;^ doldw nl 'tefno edd nl ebnow ed:t ^cloq
.lloeXl n&oq ©d^ lo itwol bectnlnq erf^ snl^noee^q anolod aeoq
^tcrt'l’i arid biacd adit ia aaob ad XI Iw ^nlTfllaeaXo ©dT
bXldo adit t isdoaoi? e/fct lo no£doo*ilb aiiS nabnij owd lo ‘ta^
odd norfA' . ajjnoXod blow odd aiuwloo Xowov duldw nl anlMoeb
flwo eld oil od ddgnsd od Mjooda ed tOdl*iw od betnaol ead bllrio
snoldaoillfcs alo n.<iIi;ahTil nl sniqXod ladOBed odd
od XXlw ed t'^'ianold ol5 odd eai/ od bemaoX ead od nedw T:6daJ
el enodd ll •o'ljjteoo’iq ©'ildno odd dol eXdlenoqeod abjam
iinllXoqa ^'naraln.q oildno odd ,dlxifioq od .-aoo'i biaod d^jL-one
bn a tiTiol dflonannejq nl baaocf add no dqo^C ecT nao d'lado lowov
.'Uirooo '\cedd se til beXXll ‘ebTow wcff edd
' nao rfodlq lo «b©eir al bla gnliaad on II
etd lo eqld odd ddlll? .otialq erld lo esir '^cT baaubnl ecf nodlo
Ii ni l i 'flf -g. -gaK=;war:s7-ar;^—.j:cr^--=x.3.=-.cixa.-aal^- - - -cs=*:3>i«aac










fingers resting lightly on the Instrument, the child will feel r
the difference in vibration between the high, low and middle
j;
11
tones and will try to imitate the change of pitch. At the ij
Convention of the American Association to Promote the Teach-
i'
ing of Speech to the Deaf, held at Providence in June, 1940, I
an instrument was demonstrated that flashed a change of light ji
i;
when there was a change in pitch. When this instrument is on ;
the market, it will greatly facilitate the learning of
inflections. I
So v/e find that the vowel is important for articu-
late speech, that it depends mainly upon definite attack,
forward direction, accent and rhythm for its clearness, and





Xee^ II Iw blldo ^ tfneflULniEfll «ri.i no -^X^ristl snltfeo*! 8 »i 0acll j
elh^tv. bcfi. vol ^jclalri eu'cJ n90if?;#3d' nol^fs'tdlv nl eoaei el'll £) eiirf
OHS JA .do^Iq lo o^-iBdo eti^t XIlw 5nB senoi
-lioaoT 0ri*t e^oiaoi^ o;^ noI^BlooctA £iBi;l%eirsk cd^ lo noXwftevfioO '
,0>ex tenifT, nl blod ila&a oi doeeqa lo anl
^
I
lo ©aflBno B £>oiiEBl'l f)OitB'iian<xnob e.ew ^fl©flun;Jftni na *i
^
I
no eZ itr.eaicn^Enl ne/iW .ilo;riq nX ©anaiio b «bw eaed^t nsriw i
lo snlcija©! ©ri.t ©JB^-tXXoal ^Xi^aoia Xliw ^X sdjt \
«
I
'.jy rij . ecoX^oeXlnX i
“iroXi'iB *101 ^tflB^fTioqail bX Xewov edj bfiXl ©w oS .*
«:f28^^a s^ldileb noqu ’s^IntBra ebneqeb It larict tdoeeqe oIbX
|
bn® teaofliBeXo elX nol aail^di briM Ineooa tflolIoeiXt Mawnol |








Although *’a little member” the tongue is the most
important of the organs of articulation. On its free, flexi-
ble movement depends the intelligibility of speech. Its
misuse is the cause of most of the faults with which we are
confronted. A great deal has been written on the use of the
breath in phonation. Studies have been made checking the
movements of the diaphra@n, and measuring the length of the
breath as found in the artificial speech of the deaf as com-
pared with that of the hearing. Truly there is no question
as to the importance of breath control in speech, for as
heretofore stated breath is the "foundation of speech.”
However, if the directions given in the sections on "Exer-
cises for Breath control” and the exercises given under
"Classification of Elements” are followed, which teach the
control of breath in conjunction with phonation, many of the
difficulties we find in the use of breath in speech will be
eliminated. At the same time a continual watch must be kept
on the tongue to see that no wrong movement creeps in un-
observed.
The tongue when in repose rests easily on the floor





itaa eJ: sj^srioi esi^ "'xeamoia elUtL fi” dii~oi^iXA
Ix&Il teoil ccti rrO ,nof ^o enBj'to sn? **0 :^n£j'Toq«X
p.;^I .rioeeqe lo \d liJtcfli^ilidc^riJt oxl^ atriegeb ^rioaievoM old
d-TB ©w dolriw rliiw edXiJja^ 'lo iBO(a '10 ©ex; bo odJ ei oetraim
I
oriJ lo saix ©rlX no naiiliw r.o©d eaxi Ibojo A .b©^nj«lnoo
©xiu gnijioodo ©JbA'.i need ©vad eoXbudfi .noirf'^fxodq nX liXBd'id
ed;j lo iij;»/i©X ©d;t SnX'iUfcaera bna vff©a*tfiqait> arlX lo eXnoi.^svom
-0:00 cs 1 jj©6 edX lo riooeqe XBloXlidiB edi flX fcnuol ea ddaoid
fiol^BOi/p Of! eX ®T:©riX xltn'S! .antnaeri ©dd lo dadd ddiw bensq
aa id tdooeqa nl Xotdroo ddaoid lo oonad*ioqii:X arid od ea
’’.dooeqe lo aoIdBX)nifol" add el ridaoid li^edada eiolodaied
-loxZ” no BnoidooB edd nX nevXg anoXdoeo:Xb ©dd It ^lovewoH
lebnw oevXs sesXoiex© ©rid fcna 'Mondnoo ddae-xS *iol eeaXo
edv doaed doXdw ,X)©woXXol ©la ”Bdflem6 X2 lo noXdaoXlXseaXO
1 ©dd lo ttJoXdetfloriq ridXer noldonatfloo nX ddaoid lo Xc'xdnoo
5d Litn rioeeqe nX ddaeid lo ©bo edd flX bflXl ©w eeXdXi/oXllXX
dq©2f ©d daiBH do daw XaxfnXdnoO a ©ccXd oawE ©dd dA .bedenXciXXe
fiif dX eqaedo dnoxaevom ^aoiw on dadd ©ea od on^nod add no
.ftevieado
100II odd no '?IXe^© edasi ©aocs'i nX ned^r engnod eriT




surface slightly convex, the back in close proximity to the
]
soft palate. Its function in speech is to mold the voice as
it comes through the oral cavity so that, motivated by the
I
speech centers of the brain, the combination of sounds neces-
I
sary for the expression of ideas is produced. Being a muscle,
I
it is subject to the same laws of exercise, control and flexi-
I
I
bility as other muscles of the body. Although moving within a
small space, due to the freedom of movement of the unattached
parts it is capable of a great variety of adjustments. In
consonant formation, as has been said, these adjustments must
be exact. In vowel formation on the other hand, there is
somewhat less demand for a definite position.
Upon the free, flexible, relaxed yet definite move-
ment of the tongue depends the intelligibility of speech, just
as upon these same conditions depend satisfactory results in
using other muscles for their respective purposes. It is when
these conditions are not fulfilled that the greatest faults of
speech arise, the most common fault being constriction of the
muscles controlling the movement of the tongue. This is a
fault that must be guarded against from the very beginning of
the teaching of speech to the deaf. The teacher must watch for
it in herself first, especially if she is of a nervous or
strenuous temperament, and it seems quite safe to say that if
the teacher presents to the child a relaxed position, he will
respond similarly. This must not be confused, however, with a
negative attitude, for the teacher of the deaf, whether present
o;t ocolo nt ^loe^f 9il;t xxovao^ "CllriStle eoalu/c I
aa oolov Gtii blOLi oi hi floeeqa al noUoaifl a;tl .GiuLBcr
etlil yp bo^avlitom o-a Ibio oxlrf d^uoirirf cblioo ;JI
I
“89 3&fl £bni/c>a noi^/ui2(itio'9 3J!l^ ^nJtP'rd orf^ 'io B*i6^n 9 0 cfoDoqE ^
©Xoawn B grs.teti .ft^oufo'jq ai t^bJL lo nolBES'iqxe oxl^ 'iol
i>nii Xoiitnoo tB^Xo'xaxd *io bwjbX ^iHBa oiJ' j^o^^cfi/a bX
B nXfiJXw ^fi tvoia ;tgiroii;$XA .vf>ocf GdS /\o 6&loeua *v&ri^o bjs Tf^XXJId
|
5eri0jai;fBjaxf lo ^iiGmtvctm lo fijoSeonl ©dd od azsb tGOJPqe IXbwb •'
III
. EdxieflidBL'^X>ii‘ lo ^dsl'iBv a lo eXclaqso el dl ed'iBo
I
daina aineiid&oj^d* ©e&dd tblaa aaad Bad ea ifioldaenol dnanoenoo !
I
I
cl ©lodd i5flad ‘leddo axid no noldiBufliol lewov nl ,doBx® ©cf
.noldlaoq ©dlxillcb a nol ijnstnelj ce©! dcdwBmofc
,'j
-Bvoffli ©dljsllofj d®< daxpXoi t ©IcflxeXl ,©6-fl ©dd noqU <
, J
deirf tdoeocc lo ijdlXXdljjllXednl ©dd sl^neqdb eifgnod ©dd lo daain
i’
’
nl edXirearr ^•xodOBluldce Sneqefe anoidlLrroo ©otbb ©aeild aojsj ca
"*!ifledv el dl .aoaoqmq ©vldoeqe©*! ilerid *iol aeXoeiJin necito jinlejjl!
*
lo elLunl dcedafina £>©IX11Xjj1 don ©ia enoldldnoo oeend
>*
c
©dd Ic noldolndcnco dljdal aomcioo deoa: odd ^oaliB d99o<ja
B el 5ldl* .©iQjfiod lo dnornovow ©dd jg^lXXo'idnoi? eoXocuqi
lo gnliinlsed ©dd moil daffla^B ©d daym dadd dXjt/Bl
nol dsdaw deiw lodoBod ©dT .l©®b ©rid od doeoqa lo a^'iiiioBad ©dd
IO coovnen b lo el ©da 11 icIlBiooqe© tdaqll IXeened ill dl '!
s
••
11 dodd od ©1b8 edli/p enxooc dl bna tdnocuj'ioqiied ajwoxxnondB i
IXlvy ©d tiToldlcoq bexaXei b bXldo ©rid od ednesonq Tedoaed c^d
|
B xWlw tievowod »b©8iflnoo od do/s dcjunr eldT .cX'iaXlmlR brSoqeoi
dneeonq noddedw ^laob ©rid lo 'ledoasd ©dd nol ^©bx/dlddfl ©vldagen
^ i
55
ing speech, language, or any other subject, must be positive
and dynamic in order to arouse in the pupil a definite attitude
toward his work. At the first sign of tenseness in herself,
the teacher should stop and quietly and unobtrusively take two
or three long, relaxing breaths. When the pupil shows tense-
ness, stroke his arm or cheek with a long easy movement, or
should this not be enough to bring the desired result, have
the child bend forward and swing the arms.^ Then return to
the problem in hand. To follow this procedure as the need
arises carries over the relaxation into specific action, and
is of more value than having a period set apart for relaxing
exercises, as is sometimes advocated.
V/ith the teeth separated not more than the width of
a finger, except when doing corrective exercises, and then only
until the point in question is established, the tongue should
I
be held quietly in the normal position described above, as the
first step in the production of tone. It is to be noted that
I
within the area thus created the tongue will move for the
I
formation and combination of the elements necessary for speech.
The teeth at no time will be together. Even In giving the
sound of 1 the tongue must still be broad, allowing the voice
to pass through small openings at the sides. In s_ and £h the
teeth will approximate closely, but not touch. The tongue
1 For further exercises in relaxation see Gymnastics of the
Voice by Oskar Guttmann, New York, V/erner and Company,
1893, or The Voice: How to Use It by Barrows and Pierce,
I
op. clt ., and other books on speech.
evi^leoq .teua trfoe|;cJirE tjhb *10 t©3BJU5^afiI gnl
•<
bbif:t2ii:is b Ilqirq &di ctl eai/cna ‘xoti'io nl oJtxaBnti^
ilXee*i©jri at 6te:i9an&;t “Xo naJte ^eiil eiscr cTA .jiiow r.iri Mbwo^ I
ow:t e-j£j -(^Xevistrrrfdocj^r ^nB ^i^sXi;p Ih'.b qo^a tli/odt 'loiioaad
-eenerf ftwoxfa Ilquq exi;^ cetfW .eddasid t^aol esixid no 1
10 idn^nov-oci ^a&e j^aoX £ rid.tw jl^edo 10 mna cXd e^onde tueoa ^
avail tiXifBei benlaob eri^ jnfnd od rlgiions sd don alriJ Xluorie
od nnuden nedT ©dd aaXwa tna Mawnol bnod MXdc ©dd '
. £»o©n ©dd ©B oTLaJbeoonq elrld woXXol oT .baj^ al nsXrfonqi ©dd
>
tna tooidoB ol'lloeqe odnX noldaxalu*! ©dd levo eet*i'*iso eeel*!*
gnXxjsXdi no^ dnaqa d©fc boXn^q b gnXvBd aatld ©j/Xsv anom lo cX |
.bodaoovdja corrutdeicoE al bb ^BaeXo'iex©^
'to ridblw ©dd nadd snoia dor. bodBnBq©© ddeed ©dd ridXW «
jfno itsdd bn© taoEXoiex© ©vldoEnnoo aniob re.dw dq©ox© ,ioanXl je‘
bli/oda ©uanod ©dd tbadeXXofada© si aoldcei/p nX dx^Xoq odd Xidni; '
©dd ea tOvocT.© bocfX'iosafc noXdieoq Xacanon ©dd cl ^XdaXxjp Mod ©d ^
.
i
dadd badofi ©cf od aX dl .©cud lo noldocbo'iq ©dd al qad* dsnll '
©dd ‘To'i ©voct XXXw ananod edd bsdaeno ei/dd a©*is ©rid aXridlir
;
.doaeqe aol 'tnaeseooc adnojieX©
€>dd do aoidacXcttioo be© Roidianol
1
odd ynXvXa cX aovS .noodesod od XXXw aaXd on da ddeed ©dT r
©oXov arid ^nXvoXXa xbaoid ed IXXds dsiiui eugnod odd ''iO bci/oe
odd bcB e cl .eobXe ©dd da t^clceqo Xlaaie d2i/o«tdd aeaq od
©c^nod ©riT .doi;od don dad iijXeaoXo ©dieaixcnqqa SXlv ddood
'©dd lo goXdeiCitreO ©ee coXdaxaXe's dl aooXonsxo *TOddciA co'’! I
t vcpqmo^i ^fio nanceV « j^'ioY w©K ^nnaaiddifC caaieO ©otoV
t©oc©X*i bn a ©©occaff dl o :/J od ’.foK ;©otcY ©dT no t
.rioooqe no eifoocf coddo biic t.dXo .go
never protrudes beyond the teeth in finished speech. To place
the tongue on the upper lip to show the closure for n> or the
contraction of the sides for 1, or to protrude the tongue
beyond the teeth for ^ would be permissible for illustrative
purposes, but such abnormal positions should be only transi-
tory, and never drilled, the tongue being brought back immedi-
ately to the normal position before adding breath or voice in
these elements.
Tongue exercises with young children should not be
necessary. The exercises suggested on pages 39 and 40 will
give sufficient practice to exercise the tongue if carried
out in the manner indicated, and if the conditions set forth
in this present section are fulfilled. Tongue exercises for
!
corrective purposes with older children may be used to ad-
vantage; but in general the less attention that is called to
the tongue, the less constriction there will be. It is not
advisable to open the mouth beyond its normal width for the
purpose of showing a tongue position, for a position illus-
trated in this way will be an exaggerated one and, therefore,
a wrong pattern for the young child. Even for the older
child, a diagram showing the tongue position will be of more
j
value than opening the mouth wide enough to show, for example,
a back tongue position. For the most part, what can be seen
with the teeth separated the width of a finger, plus what can
be felt by touching the face, and using the strip of paper as
suggested before, will be sufficient to bring the desired
oaaZq oT .tioesqe fcsjelntl al dtfeej sdj bnox»<I edbtnro-iq
-tevea
3^1* rto
.fl -lol !!-n;3oXo adi wortE oJ qxx isqqiy erfi no Bnynoi f,/ls
9jjs«oi e<13 obir-.iotq oJ to .X -.o1 aafiXs sm lo noX.tonjnoo
sviiaritnXiX
-lol sXcflc.elcn s<f uXnow di io1 dtfoeq add bno-jsd
-2ei!6-i ^Xno ed bXi'odE snoidXBoq Xi^oacXs ticat too ,3sEoqT.oq
-Ibenttl ^aaC ddaooTd snXod eusnod arid .bsIXlib lavsri bita ,-.;iod
cx eotov TC ridasTd Si-iXbf.1 aTo”*ad noidlBoq X®nori arid od ^Xade
.^-ofiaaiele oaeiicf
^
ad dori bluocia aatfcXXrio ofU-’u^: ddXw seeXoTajce ojifcooT
i XXX'.- 0* boB GG aai.eq no bedeaggoE tseXsiaxo eriT
.XTBeeooeii
baXiTBO 1i oog/iod arid aeia-taxa od eoidoBiq dnaXplilog avXj,
ridicl dee enoidibnoo arid di b.i« .badaaXbni -19003
.1: arid oi doo
rol eaetoiaTa aogrio'd
.beXXnXol
.--ib noXdoee dnaesrrq eXdd rii
-be od becri ed ^a® rieibXirio
-jebXo JdXw aegoq"oq avidoa-r-ron
Od baXXao el tarid no.'joedd* ae.ei arid XB-ionea oX dod
.OaB.-oBv
don e 2 dl .ad XIX»- >-io.-d ooldoi-idenoo eeeX arid
.arninod arid
and
-ro"' .idbXw Xrjirion edX bnoi-ad ridi-o.-n arid oaqo od aXdatX-'/fn
-SriXj.r rioXdteoq o
-?.ol ,noXdXsoq aosaod b sn^e-ode lo aroq-tuq
.e-o-Seiarid .to/- ano badanej.se.’is aa ad XXlw qaa sXrid o’ bedood
lefcXo erid
-lo-J nevi:
. Xtrio a.-root eri.: -rot c-iaddeq Xioo-iw a
(iota
-iO od XXi» riofdxeoq 808^X5^ arid soiaoriE jia-rsaXb « .bXXrio
.8X:,iex8
-lol ,»-oris od ilE/rone abisi dd-om /rid {, 0 X 0 - .-jo nsrid atXav
neee
-3d riao dariw .d-iaq dt.cra arid -lo'ii
.ooi.iXeoq or-inod .rioad a
nan drri*- a«Xo .-lasnXl o lo ridoXw e.-1d bedB-i.aqea ridaed arid riSX»;
OB
-laqBq *0 qX-Tde erid a^i-do o.rid anXrioirod T;d dXal od
baiXeot arid firiX-io Cd drioiox-ilr/e ad XXXb
.a-fo'iod bedf8.iaiti-.
results
Another important point to keep in mind is that
speech for conversational purposes, as contrasted with speech
for platform work, does not require much jaw movement. In
ordinary conversation the tongue moves more than the jaw,
and the teacher should he careful to see that the child does
not substitute a jaw movement for what should be a tongue
movement. For example, make sure that the tongue rises to
the roof of the mouth for its contacts, rather than being
placed there by the upward movement of the jaw. With the
teeth separated, the tongue will have room for freedom of
movement within the oral cavity. To gain flexibility of
movement within this space requires a great deal of prac-
tice, but it must be a main object of the teacher of speech
to the deaf.
el fcnlija nl qeeaC ^r»loq ctas^tioqml *ioxiJcflA
rioQoqe dilm f>e;JajR'rrfno9 eij ^eeBoq'iirq Xjsaoliee'i®vnor> lol rioeeqe
nl ,;tfl«ra®vont doutn a'lli/pei cton e^oJb %A^oir ax'ioliplq •lol
<we^ axlJ- e'tom eevoin ©rfct fX)l;fBC*idvaco
eoob bllrio arfw see oct Ixr'i©TBf» ©<f tX;;o£ie 'rerfoBsct ®rfl briA
B bI//orlE 7Adir? lol ^cetisovom wef, a cfon
od 8®al^ ©lijiflod ed^ dj8xi;t e*iuT. d^Ism ,9lqinAX© toH . drt»>i!ic»voei
aniod fljwid «edoj8dnoo adl lol ©rid lo Iqo*! ©dd
odd ddlW .vb; ©dd lo dnamBToai biBvqtr ©rid a'idiid hocalq
lo fflcboo'tl io‘l ffiooi yvMd Xllv arid tJbedBasqoe ridoed
lo '^dlltdixo.Cl nlB^ oT l/tna ©rid nlridlw dnejnevom
-cjnq lo X)9©fc s B6^1iJpfc'x ©aoqe alrid nlridlw dnenievoa
rio6®qe lo loriojBod erid lo doo^cfo nijaji a eri dex/rn dl dircf , 0old
.!©&£> erid od
Following are syllable combinations which
taken in parts may be used as drills# and in which
may be found the basis for a beginning vocabulary#
together with the vocabularies developed from the
same. Drills should be done down to give practice
in the same vowel sound with different consonant
sounds# which will emphasize the vowel# and across








IV .* '. i
jicl£i% Bfict^anl-imoo sIdBlX\;e bib ^nlwoXXoH
rioldw xii Lila »aIIl'xL ea teeu od a^'iaq nl ne^ic^
v^ijcLucfBoov gflXnaXss'ff a 'lol sleacf edj Lr^uoJ $d -^be
e/lrf aiozl. LeqolereL CBiifiXxKiBoov ed^f riXX» 'led^ego;^
doi^toanq evi^ oj avob enoD »cf LXx/orie eXIlnCi .©tbs
Xnanoenoo jfleietliJb diiw bauoe lowov aaac 9x1 # ai
fcco'rox*. 6nfl ^lewov add aaleadqae IIX» dcirv xabnxxoe






-uf -of -if -ef -af
-uth -oth -ith -eth -ath
-us -os -is -es -as
-ush -osh -ish -esh -ash
-urn -om -im -em -am
-un -on -in -en -an
-ul -ol -11 -el -al
Stop
( Breath)
-up -op -ip -ep -ap
-ut -ot -it -et -at
-uk Io -ik -ek -ak
-ub -ob -lb -eb -ab
-ud -od -id -ed -ad




fu- fo- fi- fe- fa-
thu- tho- thi- the- tha
su- so- si- se- sa-
shu- sho- shi- she- sha
mu- mo- ml- me- ma-
nu- no- ni- ne- na-
lu- lo- li- le- la-
Stop
pu- po- pi- pe- pa-
tu- to- ti- te- ta-
ku- ko- ki- ke- ka-
bu- bo- bi- be- ba-
du- do- di- de- da-
gu- go- -- — ga-
1 The spelling in these exercises is according to that
known as the "Northampton Chart" which is in general use
in schools for the deaf in this country. It is to be
found in Formation and Development of Elementary English




( e^njRX/nl Jfioc ) ( 3^ a ax;n nc : )
-xs*: - -/r -n -ol -xA 'll j>- la- . 11 - •io- Ix/-
Sfl3 -©dct -Id:^ -od3 -X/rid !c ji- dda- -31- rido- rldx/-
-BE . -98 - -OP -sse €£- 86- dl- eo- tis-
B'le -ede -Ide -o.:i8 -i/rfE jfep- fiee- dal- deo- deir-
f -e*:; - Lil -c --Jia :rJl- fflS- izl- wo- Jix;-
-aii -on -Ic -O/i -xxn r. 3!i- iie- .Ti- no- nxr-
-3l -:i -ol -Lfl Ix’- IB- ll- Xo- Xi/-
-Eq -oq
COd&









•* jad -s^ -Id -0 j -xrd dxj- do- dl- Jo- dx/-
-B3{ -ax -l*i -o>^ -X/3{ ilx- 'Jo- ji.b- iLix-
-ad -^ -M -o<f -;»d dc- d®- dl- ic- dx/-
-b1> -oJb -lb -or. -xji) f?B- ^8- bt- &0- 60-
-- -- **
*
-i’S 0 ''“ ao- 3i- 30-
^Ef';t 03 ^nlfoiooea el s&€io*i9xe 9eefl:J al " nllieqa odT ‘ I
osjj IrVi^nc: i^! el rlolxj* "ct'ximD. iio^'?nAf'3'icVl‘’ j^do ee nwonsi
dd o:? 3 I Elrfj nl laao ddo •xo'i eloodoe ol
jist XjanS 7.*tjBJnoi:iaIa 'lo ;jaag!Col67?Q Ptia noldBr/io*^ fll
ojc« T.01 looiioS alualO edd Ip be fsllcfxiq » Pbnjjoo
. E3 jesjjxi0 9eep.''r inod^^i^ud^oK
60
ng Drill
fung fong fing feng fang
thung thong thing theng thang
sung song sing seng sang
3hung shong shing sheng shang
mung mong ming meng mang
nung nong ning neng nang
pung pong ping peng pang
tung tong ting teng tang
kung kong king keng kang
wung wong wing weng wang
lung long ling leng lang
hung hong hing heng hang






1 This vocabulary seems short due to the fact that not many


















































annri gnexl gnld Snod aiiud
ovodiB iao'il v^sIudBovV
Xnjatr: 3oa lizti:} doB*! ori:t o't owt) :f'roneBcieea £>f»ov sldT I


























Vocabulary possible of development
from the foregoing short vowel
drills and usable in beginning
speech and language development
-u- -0- -i- -e- -a-
thumb moth lip bed cap
fun doll it egg cat
sun top in men hat
sung hot pin let pan
bun on fish hen can
gum dog him pen man
gun gone big pencil lamb
come got pig fell hand
us robin ill ten bag











rfneicqoleveb lo eirfleaoci '^'iBlJJcfaooV
Iswov ^rroda gnioj^enol ©rl^ moil
Sfiinxtljetf nl dl<i«ei; baa alllnb
^taearqoXeveb ©^ausHBl £«« doooqs
-9-
-X-. >.o- — x:^
q-so bttd qXI ddoci dcuifrict
^ BO ase di XXqjb fU/1
w JBii nem oi qod Hue
' HJ'.q doX nXq dod axii/a
nBO fldjri den -10 riL'd
oeq isid ac'JE) miFg
dntfiX IXon©q SXd S.TOg n-yg
bJJixi XXal aJ^q iog ©moo
god
. ££1 nXdoi aj/
bee bib no a qjj
ftacf fcoqqod qx/o



















fo-e fi-e faw foo fee fow fa-e fur far
tho-e thi-e thaw — thee thow tha-e thur thar
30-e si-e 3aw 300 see sow sa-e sur sar
sho-e 3hi-e 3haw shoo shee show sha-e shur shar
ho-e hi-0 haw hoo hee how ha-e hur har
mo-e ml-e maw moo mee mow ma-e raur mar
no-e ni-e naw noo nee now na-e nur nar
po-e pl-e paw poo
Initial
( Stops )
pee pow pa-e pur par
to-e ti-e taw too tee tow ta-e tur tar
ko-e ki-e kaw koo kee kow ka-e kur kar
bo-e bi-e baw boo bee bow ba -0 bur bar
do-e dl-e daw doo dee dow da-e dur dar
go-e — gaw goo gow ga-e gur gar






wol ei>l ool «£l e-ol
mcirf 6-Arii wox:^ eod3 — Visd;t A-ldJ e-orl;t
1i!8 ftj.e a~jP8 trde FiCC 006 WAS e-Xc o-oe
nedB *xiirj8 e~ii£is nods eoxf£ OOdB wiuia e-ldt e>ode
'ijaa 'luii e-firi wod ean ood WBfi e-Xri e-od
liiiS ii«pi fl-sffi wo:?i € ?7i2 oom WJBTi s-iia e-om








' TBq •xaq e-Bq woq 69C ooq waq • -tq e-oq
^








lACf rtjjd e-Bcf wod eod oocT wad e-Xd ©-od
'iafc 'lub e-ab wob &8Jb 00b wsb e-Xb 8 -of)






ofe ife awf oof eef ouf afe arf urf
othe Ithe awth ooth eeth outh a the arth urth
ose ise aws 003 ees ous ase ars urs
03he ishe awsh oosh eesh oush ashe arsh ursh
ome ime awm oom eem oum arae arm urm
one ine awn oon een oun ane arn urn




ope ipe awp oop eep oup ape arp urp
ote ite awt oot eet out ate art urt
oke ike awk ook eek ouk ake ark urk
obe ibe awb oob eeb oub abe arb urb
ode ide awd ood eed oud ade ard urd
ol and u-e have been omitted purposely inasmuch as they are
sounds which occur rarely in a beginning vocabulary, and can
be developed incidentally.
11







t'lii tia e^B "i.iro lo© loo IWB oil ©lo
xfl'jja ©rliB £i»JJO d if^o iidWB oxfjfl ox^;Jo »
j
em crca eea 6JJO e©e BCO ewB 8El ©BO
1
iiH'fL' XlCilB ©riBB lieuo xJte© ricoo liewB ©riel ©XiEO
!
1





n'la BdB 000 r.so noo nwB ©0 I ono
I'llS I*IB ©Ifi £00 IO0 loo IWB eXl • ©Xo ,
qtXi* q*iSi eqB qvo
i rqolfe)




in& Si~'0 ;J6© cfoo J^Wfl ©^1
;
\
iina gAa Mjo ife© ^00 'Akb 0AI oAo
i
9
d*iu d*lB Od£ dsfo 00 dWB edl
f;uj bis ebB bco be© buo Lwf ©tl ©Lo n
I
e*iB jrfoiJine^t ^Xeeoq’iJJti b©^JtXi:ro n©ftcf evad Q~j/ Xo
n€0 DfiB tY^alxrcfnoov mnnnt^B^ m nl '^Xe'ia'i njjooo xiolilw c-inioe .
^'^Ila^tneblor.i: beqolevft od
Vocabulary possible of development
from the foregoing long vowel
drills and usable in beginning
speech and language development
o-e i-e aw oo ee
no I saw shoe see
so eye ball who me
shov/ my tall moon knee
toe by fall noon we
( good-bye
)
soap pie wall to she
go tie for two he
coat why fork tooth teeth
goat kite four you meat
more night short spoon wheel
nose like wash tea




;fflerttqoIevof) lo ©Idleeoq xrieljyifjBooV
Xewov 3f!oI gflloseiol er(;J
anianlsacf nl eXcfBex/ bn* cXXXT:b
'^flemqoXevat q^ass^pbI btia rioeeqt
©d oo wa ©-X 0-0
e-©E ©od© we© I on
oa oriw XX fid &^© 03
OOf'5£ noom XXfiCt wode
©w noon XXfl Xd aoi
1 ©Xd-6003)
ex{& XXjbw • ©Iq CBoe
eti owcf *rol ©I^ OB
dioou iiol Xdw rffiOO
Ssem no^ TIfOx :t£OS
Xeariw fioore ;fnode ^dSXfl OlOffl
fiei denw e^tl ©Bon




Vocabulary possible of development
from the foregoing long vowel
drills, etc, (continued)
ou a-o ar ur oi
bow may arm fur boy
cow say farm purr toy
how pay hard purse
now take car nurse
mouth wake (up) cart dirt
mouse came dirty
house day hurt






f V r y-'
rfne^'rqoXevef) lo olcfleeoq x^e
L
ik^LOcV
lewov ^nol gnloaeiol 'wii jbo'iI
(Xeixnlctnoo ) .orfo* eXIXif)
lo lif *!£ ISO
xcd nifl laiB X-saj wod
Xoi *irjjq Li'ial XBB woo
ee'ivq Maxi ^«q worl











USE OP RESIDUAL HEARING
The idea that a congenitally or adventitiously deaf
child may have a remnant of hearing that can be developed by
systematic training is not new. As far back as 1761,
Ernaud demonstrated before the Academy of
Sciences in Paris a method by which the deaf
were taught to differentiate various vocal
sounds, but this applied to that selected
class of deaf who still had residual hearing
and comprehension for vowels and consonants.
By means of exercises this investigator was
able to develop in such pupils with residual
hearing for elementary sounds a hearing for
words. In one case, he even obtained hear-
ing for phrases. Ernaud claimed that total
deafness did not exist.
^
In 1802,
Itard, an eminent otologist of Paris, found,
in a group of congenitally deaf children, by
frequently and regularly repeated vocal sounds
called into the ear, that an increased hearing
perception could be uniformly developed. In
1805 he carried out a series of careful obser-
vations in a class of six deaf pupils. Itard
began his acoustic practice with bells, gradu-
ally reducing the tone intensity of this source
of sound. He then substituted musical tones,
the rhythmic beat of the drum, the sustained
notes of the flute, and finally, the five ele-
mentary sustained vowels and the production of
consonants.... His conclusions were as follows:
In the one case where the sound of thunder and
1 Max A. Goldstein, The Acoustic Method , St. Louis, The
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wri4 ^ - ^ T“
intense gongs were heard before the practice,
word-hearing was developed; in the second
case where residual hearing for elementary
sounds existed, word-hearing was developed;
the third case, whose residual hearing was
far better than the first two cited cases,
did not respond satisfactorily and as an end-
result showed less progress than the other
two.l
Similar experiments with residual hearing were being
carried out during the first half of the nineteenth century in
Germany and England. After that,
...interest in this form of special education
of residual hearing, as advocated so enthusi-
astically by Itard, Toynbee and others in the
early half of the nineteenth century, began
to wane. To America belongs the credit for a
reawakening of this form of special training
of the deaf.
2
Following are extracts from an address on "The
Aural System for the Semi-Deaf” given by J. A. Gillespie,
then principal of the Nebraska Institution for the Deaf, be-
fore the Third Convention of Articulation Teachers of the
Deaf held at New York City, June, 1884:
That a large percentage of our deaf and
dumb pupils, so called, have partial hearing
is a fact well understood. That but little
effort is made to develop this latent hear-
ing is a fact equally as patent. To prove
that dormant hearing can be developed, culti-
vated and used in the education of this class
is the object of this paper....
About four years ago my attention was
directed to the audiphone as an aid to hear-
ing. I secured a number of these instruments,
selected a class consisting mostly of grown
1 Goldstein, The Acoustic Method , pp. 11-13*
2 Ibld^, p, 13.
ii » fro! tofircq erfJ e'lOxscf &'iaexl e^ow e^no^ eriio;f«I
bf»oo9fc nl ;b^oIf)V«S sav grjl'userl-b'ioTff
ij'iaJneu.-sIe t.q'I s^fiTiaoil Xa^biee*! ©te/jlw eeao
I
(beqoXov9b bjj^; Sfll'iaexl-b'iow cbar/oe
j
EBW lanbiBO'i eaoriw ^^RSQ bilri;? ©rf;J
xf,9tB0 baiic ow^ ©d;J nad^ *t&1
]
“bn© a& ca bba 7:X'rro:to©l?XrfiRi5 .bnovisa'i rfort bib
^
•teriio aiii toBii'xg.artq aeeX be^odL (flx^aei
' om3
gnXed ©'lew saiioeb laj/bia©*! sdnomi^&qxo ‘leXlcilS
I
«I doflt'ddttrtln ©cl:f *2:0 lljaii iB’ill ©rid pnXix/b- Ij.o bol-nao
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pupils, those having some hearing, and
drilled it daily from half an hour to an
ho\ir at a time for about three months, be-
ginning with single sounds made in quite a
loud voice* At the expiration of that
time these pupils were able to recognize
sounds, words, and a number of sentences.,..
Two years ago, I organized a class of the
youngest semi-deaf children to see what would
be the result of a similar course of drill*
The progress of this class was even more rapid
than the former..,.
This experiment confirmed me in the belief
that the semi-deaf children could be educated
through the medium of the hearing if the
right methods were employed and if taken
young.... That the future has great develop-
ments in store in this direction is my firm
belief ....
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, who vsas present at the
same meeting, made the following comment:
I have an instrument of that kind [referring
to an "audimeter” described by Professor
Gillespie] with which I am now making experi-
ments. In 1871 I witnessed experiments made
with a hearing tube in the Horace Mann School.
These experiments, it will be noted, were confined
exclusively to the serul-deaf.
Since that time progressive educators of the deaf
here and there throughout this country have pe rsisted in the
idea that the education of residual hearing is not only a
possibility but a necessity if the best results are to be
attained in teaching the acoustically handicapped. The found-
ing of the Central Institute for the Deaf at St, Louis in
1914 was for the purpose of making r esearch in the develop-
ment of residual hearing by means of acoustic training with
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amplified sound# and the work pursued there has done much to
promote this theory.
Until the beginning of the present century simplifi-
cation of sound was by means of non-electrical devices.
Since the invention of the telephone there has been continu-
ous experimentation for the purpose of finding a means for
bringing speech sounds to deafened ears. In fact# it is a
well-known fact that Dr. Bell was as much interested in in-
venting an instrument to aid the deaf as he was in the trans-
mission of sound for the purpose of communication between
points distant. The first electrical device was produced by
Dr. Ferdinand Alt of Vienna in 1900# and was built upon the
principle of the telephone. Improvements in electrical in-
struments have kept pace with the development of better
transmission and reception in the telephone# and in more
recent years# the radio# until now the use of the vacuum tube
and crystal microphone for improvement in radio has been
applied to hearing aids# also# and with such splendid results
that the number of those who can be benefited by electrically
amplified sound is greatly increased.
It is no longer, therefore# a question as to
whether or not residual hearing should be developed. It is
now a foregone conclusion that it should be# and that the
best means known for the amplification of sound should be
suited to each specific case as an aid in the development of
better speech and understanding of language. It would be
Ij
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doing a great injustice to the deaf child not to make use of
any residual hearing he may have for the following reasons:
(l) For the purpose of developing a natural voice with in-
flection# accent and rhythm; and (2) for opening an avenue to
the brain by means of sound, which being the natural approach
to learning will result in developing a better understanding
of language. Development along either of these lines is
dependent not so much on the degree of hearing as the type of
deafness and mental acuity of the pupil. Hearing to be of
use in the acquisition of an understanding of speech must be
within the speech range. Hearing outside the speech range
can be of use, however. In improving the voice. The better
voices that can be developed, and the better understanding of
language that can be awakened, the more nearly normal the
deaf child will be. To this end it is obvious that every
means possible should be used.
An article from the Department of Research at the
Clarke School for the Deaf states the following:
Modern methods of research are demonstrating
that the majority of small deaf children are
partially, not totally, deaf; that they have
usable amounts of residual hearing at some
pitches or frequencies, if not at all. These
remnants of usable hearing will naturally vary
greatly in amount and range of frequency in
an unselected group of deaf children.
Science has now given us, in the more deli-
cate audiometers, instruments of precision for
the diagnosis of the hearing loss of the indi-
vidual child; it is each year perfecting the
amplifying devices by which many sounds can be
brought within the range of many partially
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deaf children. It remains for educators of
the small deaf child to utilize to the full
the knowledge and the instruments which science
is placing at their disposal* This means that
the speech-language development and the educa-
tion of the small deaf child will gradually
tend to approximate more closely that of the
hearing child. This trend is apparent in a
number of schools for the deaf on both sides
of the Atlantic. If education is to keep
abreast of the great strides which science is
making in the physics of sound, the education
of the small deaf child will gradually proceed
more and more along normal or partially normal
lines.
^
As soon as it has been determined that a child is
deaf, stimulation of remnant of hearing should be begun.
This may be done either by teaching the child to recognize
the different sounds of bells, whistles, clapping the hands
at varying distances, or by listening to the radio, or by
both. When recognition of differences in such sounds has
been attained, voice should be used. The human voice without
amplification is the best means of developing a natural
speech provided there is hearing enough to respond. If,
however, the child does not respond to voice when used close
to the ear, any device that will amplify the voice sufficient-
ly to convey an idea of its sound will be most helpful. Audi*
tubes of various manufacture amplify the voice enough in many
cases to produce normal voices and true vowel sounds. The
child can also hear his own voice. If commercial audl tubes
1 Ruth P. Guilder, M.D., and Louise Hopkins, B.A
. , Program
for the Testing and Training of Auditory Function in the
Small Deaf Child During Preschool Years , Reprint No. 440,
Washington, D.C., The Volta Bureau.
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are not available# smooth-surfaced paper drinking cups of
various sizes from which the bottom has been removed may be
useful* With the small end placed to the child *3 ear# the
normal voice applied to the large end is carried directly to
the ear# and is amplified sufficiently to make speech more
intelligible to one with a limited amount of hearing loss*
A quart-size paper milk bottle or even a pasteboard mailing
tube has been used successfully in some cases.
If after repeated effort over a period of time of
speaking directly into the ear or by use of any one of the
devices mentioned above, the child gives no evidence of sound
perception# steps should be taken toward securing a properly
fitted electrical aid. After the examination by a competent
otologist and the audiometer test mentioned above to discover
the extent of hearing loss and range of residual hearing# an
instrument should be secured suited to the type of deafness
which the child has. Here arise the much mooted questions
as to the age at which to begin the use of an electrical
hearing aid and the extent of hearing loss that will respond
to such amplification. Increasingly it is becoming recog-
nized that as soon as it has been determined that the child
cannot respond to vowel sounds spoken close to the ear or
through a non-electrical amplifier# even as early as two and
a half or three years he should be supplied with an electrical
device# and that the extent of deafness should be no deterrent.
For the young child a desk model with double ear phones is
r1
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preferable. At first the periods of listening should be of
but a few minutes duration repeated at intervals throughout
the day,. Gradually the length of time may be increased un-
til the hearing aid can be worn during most of the formal
lessons, or at least during the oral lesson periods.
It is important to keep in mind that in educating
residual hearing for speech purposes we are not trying to
develop an understanding of speech through the ear sufficient
to make the person independent of lip-reading. What we are
trying to do is to bring to the deaf child an idea of the
human voice that he can imitate, and also to awaken and stimu-
late the language center of the brain in the normal, or as
near the normal way as possible, that is, by speech sounds.
Incidentally, lip-reading will be facilitated. Hearing people
understand speech better if they are looking at the speaker,
especially if the speaker is at a distance. Conversely, the
deaf person who can hear the sound of the voice will do
better lip-reading than if he can hear no sound. The profound-
ly deaf child who cannot differentiate between one vowel sound
and another, and yet can hear the sound of the voice, has a
better chance for learning good speech than he would if he
did not have the benefit of even so small an amount of re-
sidual hearing. This fact greatly increases the number of
those who will be benefited by the use of an electrical hearing
aid, and leaves the number of those who cannot be so benefited
very small Indeed.
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If the pupil has as much as fifty per cent of
normal hearing, it is quite probable that he will learn to
recognize vowel sounds when pronounced close to the ear with
a minimum of practice, provided the residual hearing is
within the speech range. He probably will not hear the
breath consonants, and will confuse the voiced consonants
that are similar; e.g., b, d, m, n, ng. However, he will
learn words in which these sounds occur, and will associate
the right consonant sound with certain vowels, such as boy,
£irl, or he will see the difference between the two by means
of lip-reading. While good speech can be developed in such
a case by speaking close to the ear, a hearing aid is ad-
visable in order to facilitate the acquisition of language
as well as speech by means of sound plus lip-reading. This
is the type of child that may be able to carry on his educa-
tion with hearing children, provided a good foundation of
speech and an understanding and use of language has been
developed before school age.
It is impossible to say how much the child with less
than forty per cent can learn to hear even with the use of a
hearing aid; but experience shows that if a child can hear
something that represents to him a voice, the hearing aid is
of value for the improvement of voice. For this reason
systematic training should be persisted in throughout the
school years even in the case of the profoundly deaf. It
is one of the most important helps in speech building, and
fl ’,
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surprising results have been attained when this has been
done. The procedure for development of hearing will be the
same as for those who respond more easily# the speed and
extent of learning depending not only upon the amount of
hearing but also upon the type of deafness.
Residual hearing may be developed by use of the
Exercises prepared at the Central Institute for the Deaf in
St. Louis# which are based on the Oskar Wolf Table of Dis-
tance of Audibility of Speech Elements as Heard by the Normal
Ear/' printed in The Acoustic Method by Dr. I.'Iax A. Goldstein.^
2Or a method may be built up using the Fletcher chart which
records the consonants and vov/els according to the per cent
of times the sound is misinterpreted.
Best results are usually obtained by using a low-
pitched voice. Speech should be clear, distinct and well
inflected, remembering that the child can give back no better
speech than that for which he receives the pattern. It also
should be slow enough at the outset to permit time for the
impression to reach the center for the Interpretation of
sound. Part of the practice for development of residual
hearing should be carried on with the child watching the
lips while listening to the speech through his hearing aid.
In this v/ay the eye will be trained to coBrdinate with the
1 Pp. 29-41.
2 Harvey Fletcher, Speech and Hearing, New York, D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., 1929.
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ear in the interpretation of speech sounds# and to supplement
subconsciously such sounds as cannot be heard.
It will be found advisable to conduct the drills
outlined in the foregoing sections with the help of whatever
amplification is necessary in order to accomplish the objec-
tives of good speech with the greatest ease.
As soon as the hearing has been stimulated suffi-
ciently to interpret the vowel sounds which are most easily
heard# these same sounds should be combined into syllables
and then into words and simple sentences# at first using a
few words combined in as many ways as possible* When a
degree of proficiency has been attained# introduce Mother
Goose Rhymes# or any short verses for children# choosing
those which contain some# at least# of the vowels which have
been learned. Let the child watch the lips while listening
to these "stories" and then let him listen without looking*
It is not to be expected that all the words will be heard#
but the rhyme should be repeated many times before the child
is expected to give it back# even in part* In other words#
follow as nearly as possible the procedure used in reading
to hearing children. This not only stimulates the hearing;
it teaches language sequence# and improves voice quality*
Reading material should be chosen with regard to
the child’s mental age and interest. Let the child look at
the book as you read. If there are pictures# as it is hoped
there will be# point out things of interest and explain them.
\
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The child’s interest should he kept up and the exercise
should be stopped before the point of fatigue is reached.
It will require a great deal of time and patience
to persist in the training of residual hearing, especially
if the remnant is small; but the result will more than repay
the effort.
To summarize, it is to the advantage of the deaf
child both for speech and language development to make use
of whatever remnant of hearing he may have, even though
tests Indicate profound deafness, either by speaking directly
into the ear, by using an auditube or, if there is not enough
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WAYS IN WHICH THE HOME SHOULD CO-OPERATE
WITH THE SCHOOL
The need for co-operation in the home cannot be
over-stressed. The measure of the child’s success in the
oral and aural method of instruction is in the degree to
which the home co-operates intelligently* The hearing child
gets a large part of his education by subconsciously assimi-
lating information through the ear. This avenue being closed
to the deaf child, all of the information he will acquire
must be directed specifically to him, and will be absorbed
by him only through conscious effort on his part. A deaf
child in the home is a challenge to the whole family. He
must not be catered to; but must have his duties in the home
just as do his hearing brothers and sisters. He must learn
the give and take of life, and should be taught in every way
to be a good member of society. While there must be no
favoritism because of his deafness, there must be sympathetic
j
understanding, and pains should be taken to make sure that he
knows what is required of him.
The great determination on the part of the parents
of a deaf child should be to make every effort to fit him in
all ways to take his place successfully in the hearing world
i ___________
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in spite of his handicap. As soon as there is any indication,
therefore# that a child may be deaf# there should be the
examination by a competent otologist# and steps taken to find
the hearing aid best suited to the type and extent of deaf-
ness, as suggested on page 72. Advice of a well-trained
teacher of the deaf should be sought# also. If no teacher
is available for instruction# a suitable school for the deaf
should be found if the child has more than a fifty per cent
Loss. If there is fifty per cent or more of hearing an
effort may be made to teach the child a hearing vocabulary#
with the idea of sending him to a school for hearing children.
A private school# where the classes will be small# and an
agreement can be made for the teachers to give special at-
tention to his problems# would be preferred# but if not»
education can be carried on in a public school. In either
case it will be necessary that the teachers understand that
they will have to make some adjustments for the deaf child#
and be willing to do so. The follov/ing suggestions are
offered to guide in the development of residual hearing in
such a case# or to help in the case of a deaf child when for
some reason or other it is impossible to send him away to
school.
Train what residual hearing there is# no matter
how little there may seem to be# for the reasons explained
in the section on ’’Use of Residual Hearing.” Do this# even
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have revealed that the majority of children born deaf have
sound perception that may be stimulated and made of service.
Even deafness due to meningitis has been known to yield to
continued stimulation over an extended period.
The deaf child should be taught to watch the lips
of every one with whom he comes in contact. Too often the
child's learning of lip-reading is confined to the mother or
other person in the home who undertakes to act in the capacity
of teacher. When a third person enters the conversation#
the deaf child's attention usually wanders to something else.
A word or look from the mother can bring his attention back
to the speaker's lips. Persistent watching of all lips will
help toward a natural# flowing speech. At the outset, in
order to teach the child to concentrate attention on the lips#
a piece of colored paper out of which a space has been cut
just large enough to show the mouth to advantage, but with
the rest of the face# up to the eyes# concealed, will be found
very helpful. It will also prevent exaggeration of lip move-
ment# which is always a hindrance to good speech. Different
colored papers may be used for variety.
There should be a great deal of sense training*
This helps speech by coordinating muscles# educating memory#
developing power of observation and concentration. Material
such as one would use with pre-school hearing children is
serviceable for this purpose.
The child should be encouraged to imitate what he
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or;;^ nectlo ooT .cfoB^noo nl e&i'joo ©d tncdTr dctiw pj^_SSi2^
^c 'loritfom ©dct oi b©rtXlnoo jinlb^©’i-qll lo o^lc'r.eel t’ Ildo
nt ^oa od oriv errjd od>i ni nos-Jdq 'ledito
^no f i v;6^ie vno© ©ucJ Eiednu no^'ieq bTidJ ^ fc;ex;.T .isdoeoi
*10
.©ele j8fi.tii^©raoB oi BT©bn/'iw xXXpi'Bif « b*Mtdo leeb 9£l^
>o«cf nci^:i6q.-t« e ld i;8-o -iedJcra
^col 'xo fc'iov a
Iliw aqXI IXo 'io g^rf.tdojJaff jnoJaie'xe'i . aqll e^TuiiBeqa
o;t
iTi .^©dCfx;o ed:? .Joeeqi; ^^qX*! .iB'uri^sn b b^awoj ql^d
,ef.XX edvt no noi^na^tja ad £i Juaof^o© Mid© ©d^ xioB©J lebto
rue as&d t sri eoaqe f do triw 'xo duo leq^-iq be'ioXoo 'io ©oolq
«
ddi?/ dffj ^OhBdnavbe oi ddnotrf edd noiif. oJ d^r/one es^al deul
tn;/ol ed SZlv ^hoCaoenoo ti:©^© add od qu .eoF.I add 'ic
dtei edrf
-syon: qXX lo nolctaiesjjox© dnsve^iq oeXb XIlv? ll ,Xi/!qXtjd \^lp>v
dLifioYil’d .rioeeqa booji o:f oor.F'ibald £ evnwXn el dotdw
^dnoa
•
X^al’isv *xol X/ean ©d Xiir< sieqsq bO'XoXor'
*• nixtXfi'13 ©Eiiae *io X^eb iao'ig b 6(5 bXnuxlc ©*x&d-.
,v/:oin©in anXXfionJbo .eeloeiw snX:t£aXb'i6oo doeeqa aqXerf
tldH
Lal'iedaik . nol JB't:?n©onon bnp nolJBV":e-£do aO lewoq
eX atnblldo ixinaed Xoodoe-e'iq dXIw ©ai: bXnow ©no en
doi/a
.©Eoq'iijq alri^ 'to'i sXuiJOi-' aV'ioc
ftd .-adw oct beiCBiwoone ecf biuode. cXldo ®dT
sees and hears In the speech of others; but unless help is
to be given by one specially trained# no attempt should be
made to teach speech other than in this informal way or with
the use of a hearing device. However# as soon as he starts
to school# or has the help of a trained teacher# and learns
the elements and a few combinations # he should be held re-
sponsible for what he knows. For this purpose large charts
may be made which will record each new element as learned.
There should be one chart for consonants and one for vowels
hung in a conspicuous place where they can be referred to
readily when a mistake is made in a speech sound. At such
times he should be required to try to recall the correct
production of the sound in question and should be told only
when one is sure that recall is impossible. It is most
important that he be held responsible for what he knows# for
a speech memory must be created .
If a parent is to be of help to the child as he
advances in his speech work# she must know just what to look
for# and train her ear to listen correctly. It is important
to keep in mind the difference between consonant sounds that
are breath only# and those that are voice; and to remember
that voice comes through the nose in producing the sounds of
m» n and i^# as explained in foregoing sections. The tongue#
too# must be watched# and care must be taken that for all
vowel sounds the tip of the tongue is close to the lower
front teeth.
£;1 qleil cBe.Inu dssd leiailJo 1o doeeqe nl BT-^ed linB 8p6«
3 cf iirorlB on TC-ClBloacie ono r.evl^
ocf
d:tiw 'to iJBV Xeanolnl eld.^ ni n^dct Tadac doeeqe rl.OAo^ oi aLBfli
ed B8 cooa bb <’revewoH .©oX/eb b 'lo eeo ed^
en'iaeX bne ..ToxloBe^ bante't^ b *10 qXeri eriJ esd to tXcoxios od
-S': LI©i1 ed bl.uodr ed » tooXctflnXJaico a '.-na ii.ln&o.'eio
©dt
B.liadr. op'raX eeoq’U/q tidct ‘k.'^ . Bi/oni' ©li eX^-^siioqe
.bt iJt^^X OB Jno.neXe ''^an aoas b'looo*! XI ttr doldw eLea. o'f \sai
feXowow 'lol ’ oo boB alfi/moBnuc 'icl ;^-ijado sno ecf XlirodB p'^edT
o:t XGi‘i0'i©‘’r iSJio ©*S6ii»r ocaXq cxroi;Dlqc;noo a nX
dojjs cJA .bnt'jor rios^aqs « nX dbBi'i el asiBOein a rrenv.
:Joo-i'J.oo edj XCBoan: o':* ol be-ii/'pei ©d tXifods ad ae/nld
Tine Mod ©d bXx/ede bna xioidebup nl tnDO€ edS “io ooj dox;r.o'iq
M_dl .eldlsoor^'l f? XIbcbi d/ixr'd enue el ©no radw
itii d^dw 'xol c II f &ncq£ei
. oedaeto ^'d T':foxTieta no aeg e a
3d er, blldo erlr od qXed *io ©d cd 2I ine'ieq a il
.>[ooX od iadw jojxi, wond. dex/jn fide ti('sow doeeqe p.lxl i.X aeoai^vba
dnjcd'^oqjcX el dX . cXdoe-i'Oao nedbil od 'tao ‘le.d xtla'td bna
.10'!
darld ef nxroe Innroinoo noowded a- .1 wit '1^1 0 add bnlia nl qo©-*! od
od f:ria ;©olo7 ©*ib dadd eEorfd bna ndao'td e'la
10 Bbx.jjos odd rd^XoiJbo'iq i:l ooon and dai/o-irid se. joo eolov
jrdi
.snoldoea ^^nlosaio'i nl banlaXq^Co ba SI '2*
' Ila 13*1 dfiiid iioiiBd ©d dfjixra oiBo bna ^bedoda*- 00 dex/m lOod






As the child advances in speech, unfinished endings
j





what he sees unless otherwise instructed, he may say fir
|
:i





the lips. The same is true of words ending in 3^: e.g.
,
j
slow for slowly ; me , or mei , for many . Say, "Did you finish '
! the word?" or write on a blackboard or pad the word as he
I
said it, and have him correct the written form and then say
j
it several times, first while looking at the written word and
I
then from memory* When he says a sentence incorrectly, say,
"Write that on the board." If he cannot correct it himself,
I
help him* Have him read the sentence, then brush it off and
i
have him repeat it from memory*
I Train the child to be alert and quick in his re-
!
i I
I sponse* Don’t let him dawdle. Make a gar® of trying to get
j
things done in a given time* Alertness is a very important
I element in a deaf person, not only for speech purposes, but
for all other phases of his life* Poor habits of attention,
! and slowness of response are much more detrimental in the
j
case of a deaf child than of a hearing one, and unless train-
|
I
Ing in these respects is begun early in life, it will be
practically impossible to make up for the deficiency later
on*
A radio attachment, designed by makers of hearing i
aids, to stimulate hearing as well as to give enjoyment should’
be part of the equipment of every home where there is a deaf I
Viaij ,rit6'?qn ai ./tfl M*f<o cA
^Xoo j{n/ri e’/X,; Ilivr ;>ff* • ofllc .^c‘t •*.«•' ©rf :/ei(n
jT.tt r t becfofr'xU enl oeiT.'i^’ificJo r;:,6jXx-:if soe^ oxi ;i»‘ri^
no woaiB ^ton f ooi) gnlTao ^ as t£)eiei'l
t,;.
»
r, t sijioTV JO ex/'iJ £-1 ejux-t .eqil ^•xivl
deXAll isox '*^ <£2! wo I a
or! &? 1't:ow t;:.^
.\.jj;i ao b'it<oo'>Ir>»‘IcJ v x-o ozinv. io ”?f'i ..s
'^BE nv i.j i u “1'io‘^i ©/Ij cf’>€**iMOo attd ovud bnn tCtl biBR
j:?*i£5 5"xow k-iuf olldw ;;a*2i‘^ Ii3'i6Vt*c
x"X- oc-:'i:'*oCiJ. 1 aon©^f*oJ> i? AadlV , ^'lOin©,. no’i'i neAw*
t'lXeE Iri oj. d’o^‘r".oo «orn/';? exi xl ’’.b'lBoci adj no ^ s>;?i'iii'?"
;ti 3 Vi'; i: AEo'-^cr ue^riJ , oonit':tf=oe e-Dl ibiJ©*! nixi ev £Ji .mii. qXiJii
.^T.OXilOa J'.O’ii 5i :t.ooqt'X nj'd ^V.'.il
“31 zld al 'Aclxjp ns c^ieXx; ed Ou bXJtrio axiX nXsiT
:fe=;j ocf '\o s . elr.'VfEb riXd jel J\‘'OC .er.ncxie
d'nn;ticqnil v.'iev b si nran'-tioIA neyig b n.t anoi. cgnixii
Ix/d tESuoqixrq •.fos'eqa lo'i ij^Inc ion tnos'i.:.’^ In&b l- ni ineintiXd
io RiidBxf iC'/i .eiXX I'ixi io f.ec^^ lodio XX n loi
6xli nX oionj :\oifn t-iB CEx:oq3t.i io AEomvoIs baa
esolri-; oat ,i/. • i/js.;] p ‘Jo XXixio iBot b io osso.
od IXX'v il «t-'iiX r.I vUise xunjod nl zd'.^oo c i.,id:} nl ^r:l
’leixsl exii loi qx/ OiiBii: Oi wXd.t^:„(SC sxi v^IIsoiioji’rq
. no
^r l*i3i)d io EicotJbrn 'Cd bU'-itzeo » : rnj.iUfoBi’i-s ciis'i -r’.
;J X//odc in 0P’n^;o^ .© £'V.X< oi s^: XXc V; p.b ^nimed 6:tpXu';..i.‘; b oi iSoXs
iBod B e£ oi&dis: &‘roxi y.ipvo io ifif .-TTriope ©di io iico ‘d
fcrrr - • r^Tc*
child. This will amplify the sound to the deaf one but at
the same time allow the family to hear at a normal volume.
The hearing aid used in the home should be a desk
model preferably equipped with double ear phones. Suggestions
for its use in the development of speech and hearing will be
found under ”TJse of Residual Hearing.”
Since the secrets of success in creating a speech
memory are recall and repetltlon j the child should be re-
quired to depend upon himself for recall as soon as he has
been able to give an element > syllable, word or sentence
correctly; and then ways should be found to give opportunity
for repetition, bringing up the point again and again in as
many different combinations a3 possible, until the speech or
language form becomes automatic. Only so can he have natural
fluent speech*
Finally, it may seem trite to say that the deaf
child must learn to obey . There is no subject in which
obedience is more Important than in speech. The child must
be willing to do things his teacher’s way, not his own.
Often a child’s unwillingness to follow instructions has
resulted in speech failure that otherwise might have been
successful. In this the home can help immeasurably. There
are many things which a child may do his own way that will
develop his initiative; but speech, as has been said, is
according to a pattern which must be followed within clearly
rino.tifrf eno "ifioh o.-t biwott ed* IX Iw e.tiiT
.';i;--^Cov Xii,..^*<''n a ia 'XBGii oct vli<?’?'i a.-y woIi« oial: ed;l
i- &d jL'IiJOfJa a'ro.*^ .^r* nl f>aci/ £>I a ^r i' i.jc ^d c-iiT
encifStiv,
.
u<j .^r•^Qli’^J ts© e fdijoft drfXr beqclLpe ^.XJjno'ls'iq I? f>oni
ad XX! 1/ ?4ii r . ' aO ifs<=.njqoXo’.^©X) a.u nl ©sir c- 1 ic-x
".^iilT^ierl laLttioyi 'io ©tU-' leXajj tma'i
ri;>oecf 2. ^nid^.O'ic i\l era^.o.'j'i: lo E;+©'T*fiE T.r!»t oor.IG
ed bJ.jL;on': '. r.ld© ad;t tnoi bim I.i-jar)fc.»«i g'ie -^'i-^nau
e f. doc© ejB Xliioa'i 'ro'l 'iXiifif^Xd r>oqc nxTt-qcb oJ Lu'i/un
©Oiiecr. '. b 10 t eldrlj.\r. t.b O’i3,Io ne evi£ OS’ aXd.y nc-xf
vctXni.fJ'xouqo ovlj} o:? Jbni<o*t. ed i.E-. raxid bnjr I'^XSdO'i’rc-o
=xtl r»:. Xns r-lB^a :U loq cx'r^ Ci; ^nlbfrX'r^ lo'l
10 arl^ XXdfULr
.
t ^lo't peoq f.;j Cii2l2 BnlduzOti ri:x!:j
Ce*iu;f.‘3ii ©i? fipo Ob linO , ua. ioosd arrol T-' fisl
.Joaeqa :?nC'oX'),
^i jfco b odd da:!d '^xis od od 'id aac r x>r.' di
rio h.'vf xil doe'^d/'c on Bd ait-xiT . od xvija^I dew« dlirio
dr;/ir; ir-XIiio .doRsqe ' I xiiidd jn^'.dioqr'l ©';n;r: pi eof.cloacfo
.cv/o Bid dr rj t e’lariofiCd eifi a^nirid 00 o; aS
e£rf r mfi.ioi:*.'d:^i.^I woXIo* od ap.ein3v‘.llj‘.imu; s’i:Xir!o b nf>dlv
uaed ovr'i.' drigirj en ^w1 r^'di.; doxld rioeeqa nl Xiodlryeei
O'iOx T qX d i:jbo arjo.d add aliid :!l . XiX^Eaocc/fa
XIiv» vxrv.' nro eid ob y:&a T-Xido p rioidifc ejiridd \rni;rr; ©ib
&i xbi ai: OO'.' t.eri Bi* ^iiOeaqe; di/d j^ividaidlni siii qoXsvoJb
’y.f'.k'cl riddiw i)OV-x>IXo'l ad d;^uE. niedd^q ij od
defined limitations in order to be intelligible,





It will be noted from the foregoing that the teach-
ing of speech to the deaf does not require an elaborate set-up
nor a multiplicity of drills. Rather it requires a clear
understanding of certain principles, and certain techniques
by which those principles may be applied. The aim should be
to develop combinations of elements that will lead to the
building of a usable vocabulary as soon as possible.
It will be noted, also, that with the exception of
m, n and ng, £, t and k, the consonants are taught in combi-
nation with a vowel sound; that the difference between breath,
voice and voice through the nose' in these groups of elements
that look alike in lip-reading, but are pronounced differently)
must be kept before the pupil continually; that if the princi-
ple of "the hold” is well established it will obviate many
faults often found in the speech of the deaf; that a clear
fundamental tone, directed to a focal point, is necessary for
understandable speech; that drill should continue until
speech has become automatic; and that every effort should be
made to develop a memory of speech sounds felt and, wherever
possible, a memory of speech sounds heard, by use of a mechani
cal device if necessary, in order to facilitate the learning
of both speech and its use in language.
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A.
-r^oBeo' Qj{:f 8x>Jtos6*io*l ^cn'i JbOvOa ed XX.tw
qjj-jee e^c^od^Xe aa d'il/ p©*i Jton etjcb ©dif oO doaeqe lo gni
iccXo JB e.©*iXj;p©‘i 'M>r^^tAfl .sXIi'rf) ’lo ^^XolIqi^Xx/ia a *ion
'i eoijplfidoetf cXAiJ*iao I n a , eelqXoiJxtq nla^Jiao ‘!o snifcnada'iefcfiq
9d bljrohe uiJifi t^iiT ,beT.lqqa &d ^ara i:aXqloni*xq osodd dotd'v \d
i
edj iDBsX XIXw :#arid edtta.TieXe “to BnoXjarldiiroo qoXavsX' od
‘ .©IdiR-coq ea noot sb ^'leXi/dscov ©Idaau a lo acibXXi'd
lo [icjt*q(fOxo ©iid dadd «oaXB tbadoc ?cf XXiw dl
p
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-idmoc fli dd*^r/ad ftia ednanoenoo ©rid baa ^ <£ tjji bna n
iddA;o*id nfovF'od ©odo'xo’tlii) erlj jand ;‘riroR Xawov a ridly coldad
ednoT-oXe lo aa^fon:^ oeoAt nX ©boo ©lid r(f^i.O‘xfld ©aiov actor-
s
“tTidfieiollif: beoxioonc rq t 'fa d;icf ^^iiXbao7-qlX at oHiXa >it oX dAnd
-Iccl'tq ©fid 12 dadd ; vXXax/rjidnoo XXqi^q sr^d a'lolocf do©>i cd dewn
i
edaXvdo Xllvv- d2 bbdeXXcfadae IXer b2 ^hJ.oA ©i^d” lo olq
- laeXo B d,^d wjd lo do©©q» ©dd a2 taao^ nedlo adXral
'lol ^'laaesoBa u2 tdrtXoq Xatol a od &©doo'i2b »©nod Xadnarjubux/l
XXdnir oi/atdflco bXi/oria IXXrtb dBiid jriooeqe eXdabnadeiebnii
I.
'"i 3d bXooriB diolle -^levo darld bna ;o2‘atcodaa ©f.oo©d e.ad fioaeqa
I
isveTreriw ,bn£ dXel BX)x;Jdoe rioooqe lo a qoXavap od ©b/so
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I* ^rhiael odd odfldXXXoBl od 'letno n2 iXiBeBooeu 12 ooi/ob Xbo
j; .©^j&o^naX c2 gru e^fl brio doooo, - ddod lo
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